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An embedding theorem for weighted Sobolev
classes on a John domain: case of weights that are
functions of a distance to a certain h-set
A.A. Vasil’eva∗
1 Introduction
Let Ω ⊂ Rd be a bounded domain (an open connected set), and let g, v : Ω → R+
be measurable functions. For each measurable vector-valued function ϕ : Ω→ Rm,
ϕ = (ϕk)16k6m, and for each p ∈ [1, ∞] we put
‖ϕ‖Lp(Ω) =
∥∥∥ max
16k6m
|ϕk|
∥∥∥
p
.
Let β = (β1, . . . , βd) ∈ Zd+ := (N ∪ {0})
d, |β| = β1 + . . . + βd. For any distribution
f defined on Ω we write ∇rf =
(
∂rf/∂xβ
)
|β|=r
(here partial derivatives are taken
in the sense of distributions), and denote by mr the number of components of the
vector-valued distribution ∇rf . Set
W rp,g(Ω) =
{
f : Ω→ R
∣∣ ∃ϕ : Ω→ Rmr : ‖ϕ‖Lp(Ω) 6 1, ∇rf = g · ϕ}(
we denote the corresponding function ϕ by
∇rf
g
)
,
‖f‖Lq,v(Ω)=‖f‖q,v=‖fv‖Lq(Ω), Lq,v(Ω) = {f : Ω→ R| ‖f‖q,v <∞} .
We call the set W rp,g(Ω) a weighted Sobolev class.
For properties of weighted Sobolev spaces and their generalizations, see the books
[15,36,55,57,58,60] and the survey paper [33]. Sufficient conditions for boundedness
and compactness of embeddings of weighted Sobolev spaces into weighted Lq-spaces
were obtained by Kudryavtsev [32], Necˇas [47], Kufner [34–36], Yakovlev [63], Triebel
[55], Lizorkin and Otelbaev [43], Gurka and Opic [22–24], Besov [5–8], Antoci [4],
Gol’dshtein and Ukhlov [21], and other authors. Notice that in these papers weighted
∗E-mail address: vasilyeva_nastya@inbox.ru
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Sobolev classes were defined asW rp,g(Ω)∩Lp,w(Ω) for some weight w, or as ∩
r
l=0W
l
p,gi
(Ω)
for some different weight functions gi.
For a Lipschitz domain Ω, a k-dimensional manifold Γ ⊂ Ω, and for weights
depending only on distance from x to Γ, the following results were obtained. The
case r = 1, p = q was considered in papers of Necˇas [47] (the case of power weights
and Γ = ∂Ω), Kufner [34] (weights are powers of distance from a fixed point),
Yakovlev [63] (weights depend on distance to k-dimensional manifold), Kadlec and
Kufner [30,31] (here weights are powers with a logarithmic factor, Γ = ∂Ω), Kufner
[35] (here weights are arbitrary functions of distance from ∂Ω). For p = q, r ∈ N,
Γ = ∂Ω and for power type weights, the embedding theorem was obtained by El
Kolli [16]. By using Banach space interpolation, Triebel [54] extended this result
to the case p 6 q. For p = q, r = 1, a k-dimensional manifold Γ and general
weights Kufner and Opic [37] obtained some sufficient conditions for compactness of
embeddings. For p > q, r ∈ N, for an arbitrary k-dimensional manifold Γ and power
type weights the criterion of the embedding was obtained in [27–29]. In addition,
in [29] for r = 1 the criterion was obtained for arbitrary functions depending on
distance from the manifold Γ.
Notice that for p > q in the proof of embedding theorems two-weighted Hardy-
type inequalities were applied.
In [22] sufficient conditions for the embedding were obtained for r = 1 and
general weights. The norm in the weighted Sobolev space was defined by ‖f‖g,w =∥∥∥∇fg ∥∥∥
Lp(Ω)
+ ‖wf‖Lp(Ω). The idea of the proof was the following. First the Besikovic
covering of Ω was constructed, then for each ball of this covering the Sobolev
embedding theorem was applied. After that the obtained estimates were summarized.
Here it was essential to use the second weight w, which satisfied rather tight restricti-
ons. If the boundary ∂Ω is Lipshitz and weight functions are powers of distance
from ∂Ω, then it is possible to take more weak restrictions on w. To this end, the
other method of proof is used (employing the Hardy inequality). In [23] embedding
theorems were obtained for a Ho¨lder domain Ω and power type weights depending
on distance from ∂Ω.
It is also worth noting the paper [38], where the result on embedding of W˚ 1p,g(Ω)
into Lp,v(Ω) was obtained for r = 1, p = q and weights that are powers of the
distance from the irregular boundary of ∂Ω.
In the present paper, we consider a John domain Ω, an h-set Γ ⊂ ∂Ω and weight
functions depending on distance from Γ (their form will be written below).
Let X, Y be sets, f1, f2 : X × Y → R+. We write f1(x, y) .
y
f2(x, y) (or
f2(x, y) &
y
f1(x, y)) if, for any y ∈ Y , there exists c(y) > 0 such that f1(x, y) 6
c(y)f2(x, y) for each x ∈ X; f1(x, y) ≍
y
f2(x, y) if f1(x, y) .
y
f2(x, y) and f2(x, y) .
y
f1(x, y).
For x ∈ Rd and a > 0 we shall denote by Ba(x) the closed Euclidean ball of
radius a in Rd centered at the point x.
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Let | · | be an arbitrary norm on Rd, and let E, E ′ ⊂ Rd, x ∈ Rd. We set
diam|·|E = sup{|y − z| : y, z ∈ E}, dist|·| (x, E) = inf{|x− y| : y ∈ E},
dist|·| (E
′, E) = inf{|x− y| : x ∈ E, y ∈ E ′}.
Definition 1. Let Ω ⊂ Rd be a bounded domain, and let a > 0. We say that
Ω ∈ FC(a) if there exists a point x∗ ∈ Ω such that, for any x ∈ Ω, there exists a
curve γx : [0, T (x)]→ Ω with the following properties:
1. γx ∈ AC[0, T (x)], |γ˙x| = 1 a.e.,
2. γx(0) = x, γx(T (x)) = x∗,
3. Bat(γx(t)) ⊂ Ω for any t ∈ [0, T (x)].
Definition 2. We say that Ω satisfies the John condition (and call Ω a John domain)
if Ω ∈ FC(a) for some a > 0.
For a bounded domain, the John condition is equivalent to the flexible cone
condition (see the definition in [9]). Reshetnyak in the papers [50, 51] constructed
the integral representation for functions defined on a John domain Ω in terms of
their derivatives of order r. This integral representation yields that in the case r
d
−(
1
p
− 1
q
)
+
> 0 the class W rp (Ω) is compactly embedded in the space Lq(Ω) (i.e., the
conditions of the compact embedding are the same as for Ω = [0, 1]d).
Remark 1. If Ω ∈ FC(a) and a point x∗ is such as in Definition 1, then
diam|·|Ω .
d,a,|·|
dist|·| (x∗, ∂Ω). (1)
Denote by H the set of all non-decreasing positive functions defined on (0, 1].
We introduce the concept of h-set according to [10].
Definition 3. Let Γ ⊂ Rd be a compact set, and let h ∈ H. We say that Γ is an h-set
if there exists a finite measure µ on Rd such that supp µ = Γ and µ(Bt(x)) ≍ h(t)
for each x ∈ Γ, t ∈ (0, 1].
Notice that the measure µ is non-negative.
The concept of h-sets for functions h of a special type appeared earlier (see papers
of Edmunds, Triebel and Moura [13,14,45,56]). In these and some other papers (see,
for example, [11,12,48,49,59]) properties of the operator tr|Γ in Besov and Triebel –
Lizorkin spaces and its composition with the operator (∆)−1 were studied. Here tr|Γ
is the operator of restriction on the h-set Γ. In [25] Besov spaces with Muckenhoupt
weights were studied; weight functions depending on the distance from a certain
h-set were considered as examples.
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In the sequel we suppose that
h(t) = tθΛ(t), 0 6 θ < d, (2)
where Λ : (0, +∞)→ (0, +∞) is an absolutely continuous function such that
tΛ′(t)
Λ(t)
→
t→+0
0. (3)
Let Ω ∈ FC(a) be a bounded domain, and let Γ ⊂ ∂Ω be an h-set. In the
sequel for convenience we suppose that Ω ⊂
[
−1
2
, 1
2
]d
(the general case can be
reduced to this case). Let 1 < p 6 ∞, 1 6 q < ∞, r ∈ N, δ := r + d
q
− dp > 0,
g(x) = ϕg(dist|·|(x, Γ)), v(x) = ϕv(dist|·|(x, Γ)),
ϕg(t) = t
−βgΨg(t), ϕv(t) = t
−βvΨv(t), (4)
with absolutely continuous functions Ψg, Ψv such that
tΨ′g(t)
Ψg(t)
→
t→+0
0,
tΨ′v(t)
Ψv(t)
→
t→+0
0; (5)
in addition, we suppose that
−βvq + d− θ > 0. (6)
Also we assume that
a) βg + βv < δ − θ
(
1
q
−
1
p
)
+
or b) βg + βv = δ − θ
(
1
q
−
1
p
)
+
. (7)
In the case b) we suppose that
Λ(t) = | log t|γτ(| log t|), Ψg(t) = | log t|
−αgρg(| log t|), Ψv(t) = | log t|
−αvρv(| log t|),
(8)
functions ρg, ρv, τ are absolutely continuous,
lim
y→+∞
yτ ′(y)
τ(y)
= lim
y→+∞
yρ′g(y)
ρg(y)
= lim
y→+∞
yρ′v(y)
ρv(y)
= 0, (9)
γ < 0 and α := αg + αv > (1− γ)
(
1
q
−
1
p
)
+
. (10)
It is easy to show that the functions Λ, Ψg and Ψv satisfy (3) and (5).
Remark 2. If functions Ψg and Ψv (respectively ρg and ρv) satisfy (5) (respectively
(9)), then their product and each degree of these functions satisfies the similar
condition.
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Denote
β = βg + βv, ρ(y) = ρg(y)ρv(y), Ψ(y) = Ψg(y)Ψv(y),
Z = (r, d, p, q, βg, βv, θ, Λ, Ψg, Ψv, a).
Let Pr−1(Rd) be the space of polynomials on Rd of degree not exceeding r − 1.
For a measurable set E ⊂ Rd, we put Pr−1(E) = {f |E : f ∈ Pr−1(R
d)}.
Theorem 1. For any function f ∈ span W rp,g(Ω) there exists a polynomial Pf ∈
Pr−1(Ω) such that
‖f − Pf‖Lq,v(Ω) .
Z
∥∥∥∥∇rfg
∥∥∥∥
Lp(Ω)
.
Here the mapping f 7→ Pf can be extended to a linear continuous operator P :
Lq,v(Ω)→ Pr−1(Ω).
Later we shall give a more general formulation of this theorem. It can be used in
problems on estimating of approximation of the classW rp,g(Ω) by piecewise polynomial
functions in the space Lq,v(Ω) and in problems on estimating of n-widths.
We may assume that the norm on Rd is given by
|(x1, . . . , xd)| = max
16i6d
|xi|.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we give necessary notations
and formulate the results which will be required in the sequel. In Section 4, we
describe the domain Ω in terms of a tree T (see [61]) and construct a special
partition of this tree. In Section 5, the discrete weighted Hardy-type inequality
on a combinatorial tree is obtained for p = q. If the tree is regular, i.e., the number
of vertices that follow the given vertex depends only on the distance between this
vertex and the root of the tree, then we employ some convexity arguments and
reduce the problem to the proof of a Hardy-type inequality for sequences. The tree
which was constructed in Section 4 is not regular in general; however, it satisfies
some more weak condition of regularity. For such trees it is possible to reduce the
problem to the case of regular trees. To this end, a discrete analogue for theorem of
Evans – Harris – Pick [20] is proved. At this step, some quantity BD emerges; it is
defined for subtrees D and can be calculated recursively. Under some conditions on
weights, we prove that BD can be estimated by some more simple quantity SD. Then
for any subtree D we construct a subtree Dˆ in some regular tree Aˆ, such that SD
can be estimated from above by SDˆ. In Section 6, the discrete Hardy-type inequality
on a tree is proved for p 6= q. To this end, the problem is reduced to consider the
cases p = q and p = ∞; here the Ho¨lder inequality is applied. In Section 7, the
embedding theorem is proved. The problem is reduced to considering the case r = d
and employing the discrete Hardy-type inequality on a tree.
Embedding theorems and related results for function classes on metric and
combinatorial trees were studied by different authors. Naimark and Solomyak [46]
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obtained Hardy-type inequalities on regular metric trees. For a weighted summation
operator (i.e., a Hardy-type operator) on a combinatorial tree acting from l2 into
l∞, Lifshits and Linde [40–42] obtained estimates of entropy numbers. In [18,19,53]
Evans, Harris, Lang and Solomyak obtained estimates of approximation numbers
for weighted Hardy-type operators on metric trees. Also it is worth noting results
of Evans and Harris [17] on embeddings of Sobolev classes on ridged domains into
Lebesgue spaces; here the definition of a ridged domain was given in terms of metric
trees.
2 Notation
In what follows A (intA, mesA, cardA, respectively) be, respectively, the closure
(interior, Lebesgue measure, cardinality) of A. If a set A is contained in some
subspace L ⊂ Rd of dimension (d − 1), then we denote by intd−1A the interior
of A with respect to the induced topology on the space L. We say that sets A,
B ⊂ Rd do not overlap if A∩B is a Lebesgue nullset. For a convex set A we denote
by dimA the dimension of the affine span of the set A.
A set A ⊂ Rd is said to be a parallelepiped if there are sj 6 tj , 1 6 j 6 d, such
that
d∏
j=1
(sj , tj) ⊂ A ⊂
d∏
j=1
[sj, tj].
If tj − sj = t1 − s1 for any j = 1, . . . , d, then a parallelepiped is referred to as a
cube.
Let K be a family of closed cubes in Rd with axes parallel to coordinate axes. For
a cube K ∈ K and s ∈ Z+ we denote by Ξs(K) the set of 2
sd closed non-overlapping
cubes of the same size that form a partition of K, and write Ξ(K) :=
⋃
s∈Z+
Ξs(K).
We generally consider that these cubes are close (except the proof of Lemma 4).
We recall some definitions from graph theory. Throughout, we assume that the
graphs have neither multiple edges nor loops.
Let Γ be a graph containing at most countable number of vertices. We shall
denote byV(Γ) and by E(Γ) the set of vertices and the set of edges of Γ, respectively.
Two vertices are called adjacent if there is an edge between them. We shall identify
pairs of adjacent vertices with edges that connect them. Let ωi ∈ V(Γ), 1 6 i 6 n.
The sequence (ω1, . . . , ωn) is called a path, if the vertices ωi and ωi+1 are adjacent
for any i = 1, . . . , n − 1. We say that a graph is connected if any two vertices are
connected by a finite path. A connected graph is a tree if it has no cycles.
Let (T , ω0) be a tree with a distinguished vertex (or a root) ω0. We introduce
a partial order on V(T ) as follows: we say that ω′ > ω if there exists a path
(ω0, ω1, . . . , ωn, ω
′) such that ω = ωk for some k ∈ 0, n. In this case, we set
ρT (ω, ω
′) = n + 1 − k and call this quantity the distance between ω and ω′. In
addition, we set ρT (ω, ω) = 0. If ω
′ > ω or ω′ = ω, then we write ω′ > ω and denote
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[ω, ω′] := {ω′′ ∈ V(T ) : ω 6 ω′′ 6 ω′} (this set of vertices is called a segment). This
partial order on T induces a partial order on its subtree.
For any j ∈ Z+ we set
Vj(ω) := V
T
j (ω) := {ω
′ > ω : ρT (ω, ω
′) = j}.
Given ω ∈ V(T ), we denote by Tω = (Tω, ω) a subtree of T with the set of vertices
{ω′ ∈ V(T ) : ω′ > ω}. (11)
Let G be a subgraph in T . Denote by Vmax(G) and by Vmin(G), respectively, the
sets of maximal and minimal vertices in G.
Let W ⊂ V(T ). We say that G ⊂ T is a maximal subgraph on the set of vertices
W if V(G) = W and if any two vertices ξ′, ξ′′ ∈W that are adjacent in T are also
adjacent in G.
We need the concept of a metric tree. Let (T , ω∗) be a tree with a finite set of
vertices, and let ∆ : E(T ) → 2R be a mapping such that for any λ ∈ E(T ) the
set ∆(λ) = [aλ, bλ] is a non-trivial segment. Then the pair T = (T , ∆) is called a
metric tree. A point on the edge λ of the metric tree T is a pair (t, λ), t ∈ [aλ, bλ],
λ ∈ E(T ) (if ω′ ∈ V1(ω), ω′′ ∈ V1(ω′), λ = (ω, ω′), λ′ = (ω′, ω′′), then we set
(bλ, λ) = (aλ′ , λ
′)). The distance between two points of T is defined as follows:
if (ω0, ω1, . . . , ωn) is a path in the tree T, n > 2, λi = (ωi−1, ωi), x = (t1, λ1),
y = (tn, λn), the we set
|y − x|T = |bλ1 − t1|+
n−1∑
i=2
|bλi − aλi |+ |tn − aλn |;
if x = (t′, λ), y = (t′′, λ), then |y − x|T = |t′ − t′′|.
We say that (t′, λ′) 6 (t′′, λ′′) if λ′ 6 λ′′ and t′ 6 t′′ in the case λ′ = λ′′.
If (t′, λ′) 6 (t′′, λ′′) and (t′, λ′) 6= (t′′, λ′′), then we write (t′, λ′) < (t′′, λ′′). If a,
x ∈ T, a 6 x, then we set [a, x] = {y ∈ T : a 6 y 6 x}.
A subset A = {(t, λ) : λ ∈ E(T), t ∈ Aλ} is said to be measurable, if Aλ is
measurable for any λ ∈ E(T). The Lebesgue measure of A is defined by
|A| =
∑
λ∈E(T)
|Aλ|.
A function f : A → R is said to be integrable if fλ := f |{(t, λ): t∈Aλ} is integrable for
any λ ∈ E(T) and the sum
∑
λ∈E(T)
∫
Aλ
|fλ(t)| dt is finite. In this case, we set
∫
A
f(x) dx =
∑
λ∈E(T)
∫
Aλ
fλ(t) dt.
Let D ⊂ T be a connected subset. Denote by TD the maximal subtree in T such
that for any λ ∈ E(TD) the set ∆(λ) ∩ D is a non-trivial segment. Set ∆D(λ) =
7
∆(λ) ∩ D, λ ∈ E(T ). Then (TD, ∆D) is a metric tree, which will be identified with
the set D and which will be called a metric subtree in T.
Let D be a metric subtree in T. A point t ∈ D is said to be maximal if x ∈ T\D
for any x > t.
3 Preliminary results
Let ∆ be a cube with a side of length 2−m, m ∈ Z. Set m(∆) = m. In particular, if
∆ ∈ Ξ
([
−1
2
, 1
2
]d)
, then ∆ ∈ Ξm(∆)
([
−1
2
, 1
2
]d)
.
We shall need Whitney’s covering theorem (see, e.g., [39, p. 562]).
Theorem A. Let Ω ⊂
[
−1
2
, 1
2
]d
be an open set. Then there exists a family of closed
pairwise non-overlapping cubes Θ(Ω) = {∆j}j∈N ⊂ Ξ
([
−1
2
, 1
2
]d)
with the following
properties:
1. Ω = ∪j∈N∆j;
2. dist (∆j , ∂Ω) ≍
d
2−m(∆j);
3. for any j ∈ N
card {i ∈ N : dim(∆i ∩∆j) = d− 1} 6 12
d; (12)
4. if dim(∆i ∩∆j) = d− 1, then
m(∆j)− 2 6 m(∆i) 6 m(∆j) + 2. (13)
Andersen and Heinig in [3, 26] proved discrete analogues of the two-weighted
Hardy-type inequality. We formulate a particular case of their result, which will be
used in the sequel.
Theorem B. Let 1 6 p 6 q < ∞, and let {un}n∈Z, {wn}n∈Z be nonnegative
sequences such that
C := sup
m∈Z
(
∞∑
n=m
wqn
)1/q( m∑
n=−∞
up
′
n
)1/p′
<∞.
Then, for any sequence {an}n∈Z,(
∞∑
n=−∞
∣∣∣∣∣wn
n∑
k=−∞
ukak
∣∣∣∣∣
q)1/q
.
p,q
C
(∑
n∈Z
|an|
p
)1/p
. (14)
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Evans, Harris and Pick in [20] proved a criterion for boundedness of a two-
weighted Hardy-type operator on a metric tree.
Let T = (T , ∆) be a metric tree, x0 ∈ T, and let u, w : T→ R+ be measurable
functions. We set Tx0 = {x ∈ T : x > x0},
Iu,w,x0f(x) = w(x)
x∫
x0
u(t)f(t) dt.
Denote by Jx0 = Jx0(T) a family of metric subtrees D ⊂ T with the following
properties:
1. x0 is a minimal vertex in D;
2. if x ∈ ∂D\{x0}, then x is a maximal point in D.
For D ∈ Jx0, we set
αD = inf

‖f‖Lp(T) :
t∫
x0
|f(x)|u(x) dx = 1 for any t ∈ ∂D

 .
Theorem C. Let 1 6 p 6 q 6∞. Then the operator Iu,w,x0 : Lp(Tx0)→ Lq(Tx0) is
bounded if and only if
Cu,w := sup
D∈Jx0
‖wχTx0\D‖Lq(T)
αD
<∞.
Moreover, Cu,w 6 ‖Iu,w‖Lp(Tx0 )→Lq(Tx0 ) 6 4Cu,w.
The quantity αD is calculated recursively. The following theorem is also proved
in [20].
Theorem D. Let D ∈ Jx0, D = ∪
m
j=0Dj, D0 = [x0, y0], x0 < y0, Dj ∈ Jy0, 1 6 j 6
m, Di ∩ Dj = {y0}, i 6= j. Then
1
αD
=
∥∥∥(α−1D0 , ‖(αDi)mi=1‖−1lmp
)∥∥∥
l2
p′
.
Notice that if x0 = (t
′, λ), λ ∈ E(T), t′ ∈ ∆(λ), and y0 is such as in Theorem D,
then y0 is a right end of ∆(λ).
The following theorem is proved in [1,2,52]; see also [44, p. 51] and [39, p. 566].
Theorem E. Let 1 < p < q <∞, d ∈ N, r > 0, r
d
+ 1
q
− 1
p
= 0. Then the operator
Tf(x) =
∫
Rd
f(y)|x− y|r−d dy
is bounded from Lp(R
d) in Lq(R
d).
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Reshetnyak [50,51] constructed the integral representation for smooth functions
defined on a John domain Ω in terms of their derivatives of order r. We shall use
the following form of his result (see also [61]).
Theorem F. Let Ω ∈ FC(a), let the point x∗, the curves γx and the numbers T (x)
be such as in Definition 1, and let R0 = dist‖·‖
ld2
(x∗, ∂Ω), r ∈ N. Then there exist
measurable functions Hβ : Ω × Ω → R, β = (β1, . . . , βd) ∈ Z
d
+, |β| = r, such that
the inclusion suppHβ(x, ·) ⊂ ∪t∈[0, T (x)]Bat(γx(t)) and the inequality |Hβ(x, y)| .
a,d,r
|x− y|r−d hold for any x ∈ Ω. Moreover, the following representation holds:
f(x) =
∑
|β|=r
∫
Ω
Hβ(x, y)
∂rf(y)
∂βy
dy, f ∈ C∞(Ω), f |BR0/2(x∗) = 0.
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward and will be omitted.
Lemma 1. Let Φ : (0, +∞) → (0, +∞), ρ : (0, +∞) → (0, +∞) be absolutely
continuous functions and let lim
t→+0
tΦ′(t)
Φ(t)
= 0, lim
y→+∞
yρ′(y)
ρ(y)
= 0. Then for any ε > 0
tε .
ε
Φ(t) .
ε
t−ε, if t ∈ (0, 1], t−ε .
ε
ρ(t) .
ε
tε, if t ∈ [1, ∞).
Let σ ∈ R, µ < −1. Then for any sequence {kj}
l
j=0 ⊂ Z+ such that k0 < k1 <
· · · < kl, the following estimates hold:
l∑
j=0
2σkjΦ(2−kj ) .
σ,Φ
2σk0Φ(2−k0), if σ < 0,
l∑
j=0
2σkjΦ(2−kj) .
σ,Φ
2σklΦ(2−kl), if σ > 0,
l∑
j=0
kµj ρ(kj) .
µ,ρ
k1+µ0 ρ(k0).
4 Construction of the partition of the tree
Let Θ ⊂ Ξ
([
−1
2
, 1
2
]d)
be a set of non-overlapping cubes.
Definition 4. Let G be a graph, and let F : V(G)→ Θ be a one-to-one mapping. We
say that F is consistent with the structure of the graph G if the following condition
holds: for any adjacent vertices ξ′, ξ′′ ∈ V(G) the set Γξ′,ξ′′ := F (ξ′) ∩ F (ξ′′) has
dimension d− 1.
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Let (T , ξ∗) be a tree, and let F : V(T )→ Θ be a one-to-one mapping consistent
with the structure of the tree T . For any adjacent vertices ξ′, ξ′′, we set Γ˚ξ′,ξ′′ =
int d−1Γξ′,ξ′′, and for each subtree T
′ of T , we put
ΩT ′,F =
(
∪ξ∈V(T ′)intF (ξ)
)
∪
(
∪(ξ′,ξ′′)∈E(T ′)Γ˚ξ′,ξ′′
)
. (15)
For ξ ∈ V(T ), ∆ = F (ξ), denote mξ = m(∆), Ω6∆ = Ω[ξ∗, ξ],F .
Let Θ(Ω) be a Whitney covering of Ω (see Theorem A). The following lemma is
proved in [61].
Lemma 2. Let Ω ⊂
[
−1
2
, 1
2
]d
, Ω ∈ FC(a). Then there exist a tree T and a one-
to-one mapping F : V(T ) → Θ(Ω) consistent with the structure of T and which
satisfies the following properties:
1. for any subtree T ′ of T ,
ΩT ′,F ∈ FC(b∗), where b∗ = b∗(a, d) > 0; (16)
2. if x ∈ F (ξ), then a curve γx from Definition 1 can be chosen so that Bb∗t(γx(t)) ⊂
Ω6F (ξ) for any t ∈ [0, T (x)]; if ξT ′ is a minimal vertex of T ′, then the center
of the cube F (wT ′) can be taken as a point x∗ from Definition 1 with ΩT ′,F ∈
FC(b∗).
For ξ ∈ V(T ), we set Ωξ = ΩTξ,F ; the number kξ ∈ Z+ is chosen so that
2−kξ 6 dist|·|(F (ξ), Γ) < 2
−kξ+1. (17)
By Theorem A,
2−mξ ≍
d
dist|·|(F (ξ), ∂Ω) 6 dist|·|(F (ξ), Γ) ≍ 2
−kξ ; (18)
hence, there exists ϑ(d) ∈ Z+ such that
kξ 6 mξ + ϑ(d). (19)
Let zξ ∈ F (ξ) be such that dist|·|(zξ, Γ) = dist|·|(F (ξ), Γ), and let z˜ξ be a center of
the cube F (ξ). Then the first relation in (18) together with
|zξ − z˜ξ| 6 2
−mξ (20)
imply that for any x ∈ Ωξ
|x− zξ| 6 diam|·|Ωξ
(1)
.
a,d
dist|·|(z˜ξ, ∂Ω) 6 dist|·|(F (ξ), ∂Ω) + |zξ − z˜ξ|
(18),(20)
.
d
2−mξ .
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Hence, there exists c(a, d) > 0 such that
|x− zξ| 6 c(a, d) · 2
−mξ , x ∈ Ωξ. (21)
Prove that
dist|·|(x, Γ) ≍
d
2−kξ (22)
for any x ∈ F (ξ). Indeed,
2−kξ
(17)
6 dist|·|(F (ξ), Γ) 6 dist|·|(x, Γ) 6 dist|·|(F (ξ), Γ) + |x− zξ|
(17)
.
d
. 2−kξ+1 + 2−mξ
(19)
.
d
2−kξ .
Denote
Wˆ = {ξ ∈ V(T ) : mξ 6 kξ + 1 + log c(a, d)}. (23)
From (19) it follows that for any ξ ∈ Wˆ
2−mξ ≍
a,d
2−kξ . (24)
Let ξ /∈ Wˆ. We show that for any x ∈ Ωξ
dist|·|(x, Γ) ≍
a,d
2−kξ . (25)
Indeed,
dist|·|(x, Γ) 6 dist|·|(zξ, Γ) + |x− zξ|
(17),(21)
.
a,d
2−kξ + 2−mξ
(19)
.
d
2−kξ ,
dist|·|(x, Γ) > dist|·|(zξ, Γ)− |x− zξ|
(17),(21)
> 2−kξ − c(a, d) · 2−mξ
(23)
> 2−kξ−1.
Denote
Wˆν = {ξ ∈ Wˆ : kξ = ν}. (26)
Then (21) and (24) imply that for any ξ ∈ Wˆν and for any tree T ′ ⊂ Tξ rooted at ξ
diam|·|ΩT ′, F ≍
a,d
2−ν . (27)
Lemma 3. There exist a partition of the tree T into subtrees Tk,i with minimal
vertices ξk,i, k ∈ Z+, i ∈ Ik, Ik 6= ∅, and numbers νk ∈ N, satisfying the following
conditions:
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1. ν0 < ν1 < · · · < νk < . . . ;
2. ξk,i ∈ Wˆνk;
3. dist|·|(x, Γ) ≍
a,d
2−νk for any x ∈ ΩTk,i,F ;
4. if ξk′,i′ < ξk,i, then k
′ < k.
Proof. Let ν ∈ Z+, ξˆ ∈ Wˆν . Denote by T(ξˆ) a set of subtrees T
′ ⊂ Tξˆ with the
minimal vertex ξˆ such that
V(T ′)
⋂( ⋃
l>ν+1
Wˆl
)
= ∅ (28)
(this set is nonempty, since {ξˆ} ∈ T(ξˆ)). Denote by S(Tξˆ) a subtree in Tξˆ such that
V(S(Tξˆ)) = ∪S∈T(ξ)V(S). Then S(Tξˆ) ∈ T(ξˆ).
Prove that there exists νˆ = νˆ(a, d) ∈ N such that for any x ∈ ΩS(T
ξˆ
),F
2−ν−νˆ 6 dist|·|(x, Γ) 6 2
−ν+νˆ.
Indeed,
dist|·|(x, Γ) 6 |x− zξˆ|+ dist|·|(zξˆ, Γ)
(17),(21),(26)
.
a,d
2−mξˆ + 2−ν
(19)
.
d
2−ν .
Prove the estimate from below. Let x ∈ F (η), η ∈ V(S(Tξˆ)). Set
ηˆ = max{Wˆ ∩ [ξˆ, η]}.
Then ηˆ ∈ Wˆj for some j ∈ Z+; since S(Tξˆ) ∈ T(ξˆ), we have j 6 ν. If η = ηˆ, then
dist|·|(F (η), Γ)
(17)
> 2−j > 2−ν . (29)
Let η > ηˆ, ζˆ ∈ [ηˆ, η] ∩V1(ηˆ). Then ζˆ /∈ Wˆ, dim(F (ηˆ) ∩ F (ζˆ)) = d− 1, and for any
x ∈ F (η)
dist|·|(x, Γ)
(25)
≍
a,d
2−kζˆ
(19)
&
d
2−mζˆ
(13)
> 2−mηˆ−2
(24)
≍
a,d
2−kηˆ
(26),(29)
> 2−ν .
Let ξ0 be a minimal vertex of the tree T . Prove that ξ0 ∈ Wˆ. Indeed, otherwise
(25) imply that dist|·|(x, Γ) ≍
a,d
2−kξ0 for any x ∈ ΩT ,F . Hence, Γ 6⊂ ∂Ω, which leads
to a contradiction.
The further arguments are the same as the arguments in Lemma 2 from [62].
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Proposition 1. Let ξk,i < ξk′,i′, {ξ : ξk,i 6 ξ < ξk′,i′} ⊂ V(Tk,i). Then νk′ 6 νk + s,
with s = s(a, d).
Proof. Let ξ ∈ [ξk,i, ξk′,i′] be the direct predecessor of ξk′,i′. Then ξ ∈ V(Tk,i).
By Assertion 3 of Lemma 3, dist|·|(x, Γ) ≍
a,d
2−νk for any x ∈ F (ξ), as well as
dist|·|(x, Γ) ≍
a,d
2−νk′ for any x ∈ F (ξk′,i′). Since the mapping F is consistent with
the structure of the tree T , then F (ξ) ∩ F (ξk′,i′) 6= ∅. Hence, 2−νk ≍
a,d
2−νk′ . This
completes the proof.
Lemma 4. Let ξˆ ∈ Wˆν0. In addition, suppose that there exists c0 > 1 such that
∀j ∈ N, t, s ∈ [2−j−1, 2−j+1] c−10 6
h(t)
h(s)
6 c0. (30)
Given ν > ν0, we denote
Wˆν(ξˆ) = Wˆν ∩V(Tξˆ).
Then
cardWˆν(ξˆ) .
a,d,c0
h(2−ν0)
h(2−ν)
. (31)
If, in addition, ξˆ is a root of the tree T , then there is kˆ = kˆ(a, d) ∈ N such that
ν+kˆ∑
j=ν
cardWˆj(ξˆ) &
a,d,c0
h(2−ν0)
h(2−ν)
. (32)
Proof. Throughout the proof of this lemma we suppose that a cube is a product of
semi-intervals
∏d
j=1[aj , bj). Then any two non-overlapping cubes do not intersect.
If ξ ∈ Wˆν , then it follows from (24) that there is k∗(a, d) such that ν−k∗(a, d) 6
mξ 6 ν + k∗(a, d). Further,
diamΩξˆ
(21),(24)
≍
a,d
2−ν0. (33)
Therefore, if ξ ∈ Wˆν(ξˆ), then 2−ν ≍
a,d
2−mξ 6 diamΩξˆ ≍a,d
2−ν0. Hence,
2ν &
a,d
2ν0, if Wˆν(ξˆ) 6= ∅. (34)
Let k ∈ Z, −k∗(a, d) 6 k 6 k∗(a, d). Denote by Wˆν,k(ξˆ) the set of ξ ∈ Wˆν(ξˆ) such
that mξ = ν + k.
It follows from (17) and (26) that
dist|·|(F (ξ), Γ) 6 2
−ν+1, ξ ∈ Wˆν(ξˆ).
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This together with (33) implies that there exists a cube ∆0 and a number k0 =
k0(a, d) ∈ Z+ such that
F (ξˆ) ∈ Ξ(∆0), ν0 − k0(a, d) 6 m(∆0) 6 ν0 + k0(a, d), (35)
Ωξˆ ⊂ ∆0, ∃x ∈ Γ ∩∆0 : dist|·|(x, ∂∆0) &
a,d
2−ν0, (36)
∀ξ ∈ Wˆν(ξˆ) ∃x ∈ Γ ∩∆0 : dist|·|(x, F (ξ)) 6 2
−ν+1. (37)
Let j ∈ N, j > ν0 + k∗(a, d). In this case, if ∆ ∈ Ξj
([
−1
2
, 1
2
]d)
, then either
∆ ⊂ ∆0 or ∆ does not overlap with ∆0. It follows from the conditions F (ξˆ) ∈ Ξ(∆0)
and j > ν0 + k∗(a, d) > mξˆ. Denote by ∆0,j a cube that is obtained from ∆0 by a
dilatation in respect to its center, with a side length m(∆0) + 2 · 2−j. Set
Θj(∆0) =
{
∆ ∈ Ξj
([
−
1
2
,
1
2
]d)
: ∆ ⊂ ∆0, ∆ ∩ Γ 6= ∅
}
,
Θ˜j(∆0) =
{
∆ ∈ Ξj
([
−
1
2
,
1
2
]d)
: ∆ ⊂ ∆0,j , ∆ ∩ Γ 6= ∅
}
.
Prove that
cardΘj(∆0) ≍
a,d,c0
h(2−ν0)
h(2−j)
. (38)
Let ∆ ∈ Θj(∆0). Since ∆ ∩ Γ 6= ∅, there is a cube K∆ centered at z∆, such that
∆ ∈ Ξ1(K∆), dist|·|(z∆, Γ) 6 2
−m(∆)−1. (39)
Then there are
z˜∆ ∈ Γ, t∆ &
d
2−j, t˜∆ .
d
2−j such that Bt∆(z˜∆) ⊂ K∆ ⊂ Bt˜∆(z˜∆). (40)
Let µ be a measure from the definition 3 (in particular, supp µ ⊂ Γ). Then (30) and
(40) imply that µ(K∆) ≍
d,c0
h(2−j). On the other hand, by (30), (35) and (36),
h(2−ν0) ≍
a,d,c0
µ(∆0) =
∑
∆∈Θj(∆0)
µ(∆),
h(2−ν0) ≍
a,d,c0
µ(∆0,j) =
∑
∆∈Θ˜j(∆0)
µ(∆).
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Therefore, in order to prove (38) it is sufficient to check that
∑
∆∈Θj(∆0)
µ(∆) 6∑
∆∈Θj(∆0)
µ(K∆) .
d
∑
∆∈Θ˜j(∆0)
µ(∆). The first inequality holds since the measure µ is
nonnegative. Prove the second inequality. Since ∆ ∈ Ξ1(K∆), we have K∆ ⊂ ∆0,j.
Denote
Θj,∆ = {∆
′ ∈ Θ˜j(∆0) : ∆
′ ⊂ K∆} for ∆ ∈ Θj(∆0),
Θ′j,∆′ = {∆ ∈ Θj(∆0) : ∆
′ ⊂ K∆} for ∆
′ ∈ Θ˜j(∆0).
Since cardΘ′j,∆′ .
d
1 for any ∆′ ∈ Θ˜j(∆0), we have
∑
∆∈Θj(∆0)
µ(K∆) =
∑
∆∈Θj(∆0)
∑
∆′∈Θj,∆
µ(∆′) 6
∑
∆′∈Θ˜j(∆0)
∑
∆∈Θ′
j,∆′
µ(∆′) .
d
∑
∆′∈Θ˜j(∆0)
µ(∆′).
This proves (38).
Show that if −k∗(a, d) 6 k 6 k∗(a, d), ν > ν0 + 2k∗(a, d), then
cardWˆν,k(ξˆ) .
a,d
cardΘν+k(∆0) (41)
(recall that Θj(∆0) was defined for j > ν0 + k∗(a, d)).
Set
A :=
{
∆′ ∈ Ξν+k
([
−
1
2
,
1
2
]d)
: ∃∆ ∈ Θν+k(∆0) : dist|·|(∆
′, ∆) 6 2−ν+1
}
.
From (37) it follows that {F (ξ) : ξ ∈ Wˆν,k(ξˆ)} ⊂ A and cardWˆν,k(ξˆ) 6 cardA .
a,d
cardΘν+k(∆0).
If ν > ν0 + 2k∗(a, d), then (30), (38) and (41) imply (31). If Wˆν(ξˆ) 6= ∅ and
ν < ν0 + 2k∗(a, d), then by (34) we get 2
−ν ≍
a,d
2−ν0; hence, h(2
−ν0 )
h(2−ν)
(30)
≍
a,d,c0
1. This
together with (24), (26), (35) and (36) yield (31).
Let us prove (32). By (38), it is sufficient to check
ν+kˆ∑
j=ν
cardWˆj(ξˆ) &
a,d,c0
cardΘν(∆0). (42)
Let ∆ ∈ Θl(∆0), and let K∆ be the cube defined above (see (39)),
x∆ ∈ K∆ ∩ Γ, |x∆ − z∆| 6 2
−m(∆)−1. (43)
Since Γ ⊂ ∂Ω, by Theorem A and Lemma 2 for any m ∈ N there is a vertex
ξ∆ ∈ V(T ) such that
dist (x∆, F (ξ∆)) < 2
−m, 2−mξ∆ .
d
2−m. (44)
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Ifm is sufficiently large, then it follows from (43) and (44) that F (ξ∆) ⊂ K∆. Denote
η∆ = min{η ∈ [ξˆ, ξ∆] : F (η) ⊂ K∆}. Show that
2−mη∆ ≍
a,d
2−l and η∆ ∈ Wˆ for sufficiently large m. (45)
Indeed, since ∆ ∈ Θl(∆0), we have 2−m(∆) = 2−l. The inclusion F (η∆) ⊂ K∆ and
the first relation in (39) imply that 2−mη∆ . 2−m(∆). Check that 2−mη∆ &
a,d
2−m(∆).
It follows from the definition of η∆ that ∂F (η∆)∩∂K∆ 6= ∅. Let xˆ ∈ ∂F (η∆)∩∂K∆.
Then |xˆ− z∆|
(39)
= 2−m(∆). By (44), there is a point yˆ ∈ F (ξ∆) such that |x∆− yˆ| 6
2−m. Since F (ξ∆) ⊂ Ωη∆ , we have
2−mη∆
(21)
&
a,d
diam|·|Ωη∆ > |xˆ− yˆ| >
> |xˆ− z∆| − |z∆ − x∆| − |x∆ − yˆ|
(43)
> 2−m(∆)−1 − 2−m > 2−m(∆)−2
for large m. The first relation in (45) is proved. Check the second relation. Let
η∆ /∈ Wˆ. Then, by (25), for any x ∈ Ωη∆ we have dist|·|(x, Γ) ≍
a,d
2−kη∆ . Taking
x ∈ F (ξ∆) ⊂ Ωη∆ , we get
2−mη∆
(18)
.
a,d
2−kη∆ ≍
a,d
dist|·|(x, Γ) 6 |x− x∆|
(44)
.
d
2−m.
It follows from the proved first relation in (45) that 2−l .
a,d
2−m. It is impossible for
large m.
It follows from (24), (26) and (45) that η∆ ∈ Wˆj for some j ∈ Z+ such that
2−j ≍
a,d
2−l. Therefore,
l − l∗ 6 j 6 l + l∗, with l∗ = l∗(a, d) ∈ N. (46)
Set kˆ = 2l∗. In order to prove (32), we take j = ν + l∗ and apply (46). We get
card {η∆ : ∆ ∈ Θν+l∗(∆0)} 6
ν+kˆ∑
l=ν
cardWˆl.
Hence, in order to prove (42) it is sufficient to check
cardΘj(∆0) .
d
card {η∆ : ∆ ∈ Θj(∆0)} (47)
and to apply (38) with (30). Let ∆, ∆′ ∈ Θj(∆0), η∆ = η∆′. Then K∆ ∩K∆′ ⊃ ∆′′,
∆′′ ∈ Ξ1(K∆) and ∆′′ ∈ Ξ1(K∆′). Therefore, card {η∆′ : ∆′ ∈ Θj(∆0), η∆′ = η∆} .
d
1, which implies (47). This completes the proof.
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Let m ∈ N. For 0 < t0 < t1 6 ∞ denote by Gt0, t1 the maximal subgraph in T
on the set of vertices
V(Gt0, t1) :=
⋃
t06νk<t1
⋃
i∈Ik
Tk,i
(the index set Ik was defined in Lemma 3); by {Dj,i}i∈I˜j we denote the set of all
connected components of the graph G1+mj, 1+m(j+1); by ξˆj,i = ξˆ
m
j,i denote the minimal
vertex of the tree Dj,i, j ∈ Z+. Then
1. ξˆj,i ∈ Wˆνk for some νk ∈ [1 +mj, 1 +m(j + 1)); in particular,
diamΩDj,i,F
(27)
≍
a,d,m
2−mj ; (48)
2. for any x ∈ ΩDj,i,F
dist|·|(x, Γ) ≍
a,d,m
2−mj (49)
(it follows from Assertion 3 of Lemma 3);
3. if ξˆj,i < ξˆj′,i′, then j < j
′ (indeed, ξˆj,i = ξk,t and ξˆj′,i′ = ξk′,t′ for some k, t,
k′, t′; by Assertions 4 and 1 of Lemma 3, νk < νk′; it implies that j 6 j
′; the
equality j = j′ is impossible; indeed, in this case the vertices ξˆj,i and ξˆj′,i′ are
incomparable).
Let ξˆj,i < ξˆj′,i′,
{ξ : ξˆj,i 6 ξ < ξˆj′,i′} ⊂ Dj,i.
Then we say that the tree Dj′,i′ follows the tree Dj,i.
Remark 3. Let s be such as in Proposition 1, let m > s, and let Dj′,i′ follow the
tree Dj,i. Then j′ = j + 1.
Indeed, let ξt,s ∈ Dj,i, {ξ : ξt,s < ξ < ξˆj′,i′} ⊂ V(Tt,s), ξˆj′,i′ = ξt′,s′. By Proposition
1, 1+mj′ 6 νt′ 6 νt+ s < 1+m(j +1)+ s. Hence, m(j
′− j − 1) < s. Since m > s,
the last inequality is possible only for j′ = j + 1.
Given j ∈ Z+, l ∈ N, t ∈ I˜j , we denote
I˜ lj,t = I˜
l,m
j,t = {i ∈ I˜j+l : ξˆ
m
j+l,i > ξˆ
m
j,t}. (50)
Lemma 5. Let m ∈ N be divisible by s. Suppose that (30) holds for some c0 > 1.
Then
cardI˜ lj,t .
a,d,c0
h(2−mj)
h(2−m(j+l))
. (51)
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Proof. First consider the case m = s.
By the property 1 of the trees Dj,t and Dj+l,i,
ξˆj,t ∈
s(j+1)⋃
ν′=1+sj
Wˆν′, ξˆj+l,i ∈
s(j+l+1)⋃
ν=1+s(j+l)
Wˆν(ξˆj,t)
(recall that Wˆν(ξˆj,t) = Wˆν ∩V(Tξˆj,t)). Therefore, from Lemma 4 and (30) it follows
that
card I˜ lj,t 6
s(j+l+1)∑
ν=1+s(j+l)
cardWˆν(ξˆj,t) .
a,d,c0
h(2−sj)
h(2−s(j+l))
.
Consider the case m = m′s. Then ξˆmj,t = ξˆ
s
j′,t′ for some j
′ > m′j, ξˆmj+l,i = ξˆ
s
m′(j+l),i′
(by Remark 3). Hence,
card I˜ l,mj,t = card I˜
m′l,s
m′j,t′ .
a,d,c0
h(2−sm
′j)
h(2−sm′(j+l))
=
h(2−mj)
h(2−m(j+l))
.
This completes the proof.
5 The discrete Hardy-type inequality on a tree: case
p = q
5.1 The analogue of Evans – Harris – Pick theorem
Let (A, ξ0) be a tree with a finite vertex set, let 1 6 p 6∞, and let u, w : V(A)→
R+ be weight functions. Denote by SA,u,w the minimal constant C in the inequality
 ∑
ξ∈V(A)
wp(ξ)
(∑
ξ′6ξ
u(ξ′)f(ξ′)
)p
1/p
6 C

 ∑
ξ∈V(A)
f p(ξ)


1/p
, f : V(A)→ R+.
(52)
Remark 4. If D ⊂ A is a subtree, then SD,u,w 6 SA,u,w.
Let us obtain two-sided estimates forSA,u,w. We reduce this problem to estimating
the constant in the Hardy-type inequality on a metric tree and use the result from
the article [20].
Let ξˆ ∈ V(A), D ⊂ Aξˆ. We say that D ∈ J
′
ξˆ
if the following conditions hold:
1. ξˆ is the minimal vertex in D,
2. if ξ ∈ V(D) is not a maximal vertex D, then V1(ξ) ⊂ V(D).
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Denote by D˚ the subtree in D such that V(D˚) = V(D)\Vmax(D).
For any subgraph G ⊂ A and for any function f : V(G)→ R, we denote
‖f‖lp(G) =

 ∑
ω∈V(G)
|f(ω)|p


1/p
. (53)
By lp(G) we denote the space of functions f : V(G) → R equipped with the norm
‖f‖lp(G).
For D ∈ J ′
ξˆ
we set
βD = inf

‖f‖lp(A) :
∑
ξˆ6ξ′6ξ
f(ξ′)u(ξ′) = 1, ∀ξ ∈ Vmax(D)

 . (54)
Notice that if D = {ξˆ}, then
β{ξˆ} = inf{|f(ξˆ)| : f(ξˆ)u(ξˆ) = 1} = u
−1(ξˆ). (55)
Lemma 6. Suppose that there exists Cˆ > 1 such that for any ξ ∈ V(A)
cardV1(ξ) 6 Cˆ, (56)
and let for any adjacent vertices ξ, ξ′ ∈ V(A)
Cˆ−1 6
u(ξ)
u(ξ′)
6 Cˆ, Cˆ−1 6
w(ξ)
w(ξ′)
6 Cˆ. (57)
Then
SA
ξˆ
,u,w ≍
p,Cˆ
sup
D∈J ′
ξˆ
‖wχA
ξˆ
\D˚‖lp(Aξˆ)
βD
.
Proof. If V(A) = {ξ0}, then the assertion is trivial.
Let V(A) 6= {ξ0}. Add to the set V(A) a vertex ξ∗ and join it with ξ0 by an edge.
Thus we obtain the tree (A˜, ξ∗). Define the mapping ∆ by ∆(λ) = [0, 1], λ ∈ E(A˜).
Thus we get the metric tree A = (A˜, ∆). For any function ψ : V(A)→ R we define
ψ# : A→ R as follows. Let e = (ξ′, ξ) ∈ E(A), ξ > ξ′. Then we set ψ#|∆(e) = ψ(ξ).
Let λξˆ ∈ E(A) be an edge with the end ξˆ, x0 = (0, λξˆ) ∈ A. By Ho¨lder inequality,
‖Iu#,w#,x0‖Lp(Ax0 )→Lp(Ax0 ) ≍ SAξˆ,u,w.
It follows from Theorem C that
SA
ξˆ
,u,w ≍ sup
D∈Jx0
‖w#χAx0\D‖Lp(Ax0 )
αD
,
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with
αD = inf

‖φ‖Lp(Ax0 ) :
t∫
x0
|φ(x)|u#(x) dx = 1 ∀t ∈ ∂D

 .
Applying the Ho¨lder inequality once again (see also [20]), we obtain that
αD = inf

‖φ‖Lp(Ax0 ) : φ ∈ Ldiscrp (Ax0),
t∫
x0
|φ(x)|u#(x) dx = 1 ∀t ∈ ∂D

 ;
here Ldiscrp (A) is the set of functions φ : A → R that are constants on each edge of
the metric tree A.
Let D = (D, ∆D) ∈ Jx0. Set D
+ = (D, ∆), D− = (D˚, ∆). Prove that D ∈ J ′
ξˆ
.
Indeed, let ξ ∈ V(D), and suppose that there exist vertices ξ′ ∈ V1(ξ)\V(D) and
ξ′′ ∈ V1(ξ)∩V(D). Let η be a vertex in A˜ that is the direct predecessor of ξ. Then
the point (1, (η, ξ)) = (0, (ξ, ξ′)) = (0, (ξ, ξ′′)) belongs to the boundary of D, as
well as it is not maximal.
We have
‖w#χAx0\D‖Lp(A) 6 ‖w
#χAx0\D−‖Lp(A) = ‖wχAξˆ\D˚
‖lp(A),
αD > inf

‖φ‖Lp(Ax0 ) : φ ∈ Ldiscrp (Ax0),
t∫
x0
|φ(x)|u#(x) dx = 1 ∀t ∈ ∂D+

 = βD.
This implies the upper estimate for SA
ξˆ
,u,w. Prove the lower estimate. Notice that
if D = D+, then αD = βD. If in addition Vmax(D) ∩Vmax(A) = ∅, then
‖w#χAx0\D‖Lp(Ax0 ) = ‖wχAξˆ\D‖lp(Aξˆ)
(56),(57)
≍
p,Cˆ
‖wχA
ξˆ
\D˚‖lp(Aξˆ).
Hence,
SA
ξˆ
,u,w &
p,Cˆ
sup
{
‖wχA
ξˆ
\D˚‖lp(Aξˆ)
βD
: D ∈ J ′
ξˆ
, Vmax(D) ∩Vmax(A) = ∅
}
=: Σ.
Prove that
Σ ≍
p,Cˆ
sup
{
‖wχA
ξˆ
\D˚‖lp(Aξˆ)
βD
: D ∈ J ′
ξˆ
}
.
To this end, it is sufficient to show that if V(D) 6= {ξˆ}, then
‖wχA
ξˆ
\D˚‖lp(Aξˆ)
βD
.
p,Cˆ
Σ.
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Indeed, set D1 = D˚. Then from (54), (56) and (57) it follows that ‖wχA
ξˆ
\D˚‖lp(Aξˆ) ≍
p,Cˆ
‖wχA
ξˆ
\D˚1
‖lp(Aξˆ) and βD ≍
p,Cˆ
βD1. It remains to observe that D1 ∈ J
′
ξˆ
and Vmax(D1)∩
Vmax(A) = ∅.
Proposition 2. Let ξ∗ ∈ V(A), V1(ξ∗) = {ξ1, . . . , ξm}, Dj ∈ J ′ξj , 1 6 j 6 m,
D = {ξ∗} ∪ D1 ∪ · · · ∪ Dm. Then
β−1D =
∥∥∥(β−1{ξ∗}, ∥∥(βDj)mj=1∥∥−1lmp
)∥∥∥
l2
p′
. (58)
This assertion follows from Theorem D.
5.2 The reduction lemma
Let ψ : R+ → R+ be an increasing function, ψ(0) = 0, let (A, ξ0) be a tree with a
finite vertex set. In addition, suppose that there exists C∗ > 1 such that for any j0,
j ∈ Z+, j > j0, ξ ∈ Vj0(ξ0)
cardVAj−j0(ξ) 6 C∗2
ψ(j)−ψ(j0). (59)
Let u : V(A) → (0, +∞), u(ξ) = uj for ξ ∈ VAj (ξ0). Suppose that there is
σ ∈ (0, 1) such that for any j ∈ N
uj2
−ψ(j)
p
uj−12
−ψ(j−1)
p
> σ
− 1
p′ . (60)
For each ξ∗ ∈ V(A) and for any subtree D ∈ J ′ξ∗ we define the quantity βD by
(54). Then β{ξ}
(55)
= u−1j for ξ ∈ Vj(ξ0), and if D 6= {ξ∗}, then (58) holds.
We set
BD =
1
βD
, SD =

 ∑
ξ∈Vmax(D)
u−p(ξ)


− 1
p
.
Let D ∈ J ′ξ∗ , ξˆ ∈ V(D), V1(ξˆ) = {ξ1, . . . , ξm1}. Then
Dξˆ = {ξˆ} ∪ Dξ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Dξm1 , Dξj ∈ J
′
ξj
, 1 6 j 6 m1.
Let ε > 0, 1 6 i 6 m1. A vertex ξi is said to be (ε, D)-regular if
B−pDξi
> ε
B−pDξ1
+ · · ·+B−pDξm1
m1
. (61)
Notice that if ε < 1, then at least one of the vertices ξi is (ε,D)-regular. A path
(η0, . . . , ηl) in D is said to be (ε, D)-regular if η0 < η1 < · · · < ηl and for any
1 6 j 6 l the vertex ηj is (ε, D)-regular.
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Lemma 7. There exists σˆ = σˆ(p, C∗) > 0 such that if (60) holds with σ ∈ (0, σˆ),
then for any ξ∗ ∈ V(A) and for any subtree D ∈ J ′ξ∗
SD 6 BD 6 2SD. (62)
Proof. Let
νD = max{j ∈ Z+ : Vj(ξ∗) 6= ∅}.
If νD = 0, then it follows from the definition that SD = BD. Let us prove the
assertion for νD > 0. In this case,
D = {ξ∗} ∪ D1 ∪ · · · ∪ Dm1 , Dj ∈ J
′
ξj
, ξj ∈ V1(ξ∗). (63)
Notice that
S−pD =
m1∑
i=1
S−pDi . (64)
Prove the first inequality, i.e.,
SD 6 BD. (65)
Let ν ∈ Z+, and let the assertion be proved for any D such that νD 6 ν. Prove the
assertion for νD = ν + 1. From (58) and the induction assumption it follows that
Bp
′
D = B
p′
{ξ∗}
+
(
m1∑
j=1
B−pDj
)− p′
p
>
(
m1∑
j=1
S−pDj
)− p′
p
(64)
= Sp
′
D .
Prove the second inequality. It is sufficient to check that
BD 6
(
∞∏
j=1
(1 + σj/2)
2
p′
)
SD (66)
holds for σ ∈ (0, σˆ(p, C∗)).
Let ε ∈ (0, 1) (it will be chosen later). Then the end of any (ε, D)-regular path
that has a maximal length and starts from ξ∗ is a maximal vertex in D (otherwise one
of its direct successors is (ε, D)-regular). Denote by lD the maximal length of (ε, D)-
regular paths that start in ξ∗. We show by induction on νD that for σ ∈ (0, σˆ(p, C∗))
BD 6
(
lD∏
j=1
(1 + σj/2)
2
p′
)
SD. (67)
This implies (66).
If νD = 0, then D is a single vertex. Therefore, BD = SD and (67) is true.
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Let νD > 0. Then (63) holds, and by (59)
m1 6 C∗2
ψ(j0+1)−ψ(j0).
Let li = lDi. Denote by I1 the set of i ∈ {1, . . . , m1} such that ξi is (ε, D)-regular,
I2 = {1, . . . , m1}\I1. Set
lˆ = max{li : i ∈ I1}+ 1.
Then lˆ = lD.
Prove that there exists σ∗ = σ∗(ε, C∗, p) > 0 such that for any σ ∈ (0, σ∗)
β−p
′
{ξ∗}
6 σ
lˆ
2
(
m1∑
i=1
B−pDi
)− p′
p
. (68)
Suppose the converse, i.e.,
β−p
′
{ξ∗}
> σ
lˆ
2
(
m1∑
i=1
B−pDi
)− p′
p
. (69)
Let ξ∗ ∈ Vj0(ξ0). Then
β−1{ξ∗} = uj0 = 2
ψ(j0)
p ·

 lˆ∏
j=1
uj0+j−12
−
ψ(j0+j−1)
p
uj0+j2
−
ψ(j0+j)
p

 · uj0+lˆ2−ψ(j0+lˆ)p (60)6
6 uj0+lˆ2
−
ψ(j0+lˆ)
p
+
ψ(j0)
p · σ
lˆ
p′ .
This together with (69) yields
(
m1∑
i=1
B−pDi
)− p′
p
< σ
lˆ
2up
′
j0+lˆ
2−
p′ψ(j0+lˆ)
p
+
p′ψ(j0)
p ,
i.e.,
m1∑
i=1
B−pDi > σ
− plˆ
2p′ 2ψ(j0+lˆ)−ψ(j0)u−p
j0+lˆ
. (70)
Let (ξ∗, η1, . . . , ηlˆ) be an (ε, D)-regular path in D. Then
B−pDη1
>
ε
m1
m1∑
i=1
B−pDi >
ε
m1
σ
− plˆ
2p′ 2ψ(j0+lˆ)−ψ(j0)u−p
j0+lˆ
. (71)
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Let 2 6 j 6 lˆ, Dηj−1 = {ηj−1} ∪ Dj,1 ∪ · · · ∪ Dj,mj . Then
Bp
′
Dηj−1
(58)
= Bp
′
{ηj−1}
+
(
mj∑
i=1
B−pDj,i
)− p′
p
>
(
mj∑
i=1
B−pDj,i
)− p′
p
,
i.e., B−pDηj−1
6
mj∑
i=1
B−pDj,i. Since the vertex ηj is (ε, D)-regular, we have
B−pDηj
>
ε
mj
mj∑
i=1
B−pDj,i >
ε
mj
B−pDηj−1
.
Therefore,
B−pDη
lˆ
>
ε
mlˆ
B−pDη
lˆ−1
>
ε2
mlˆ−1mlˆ
B−pDη
lˆ−2
> . . . >
εlˆ−1
m2 . . . mlˆ
B−pDη1
(71)
>
>
εlˆ
m1m2 . . .mlˆ
2ψ(j0+lˆ)−ψ(j0)u−p
j0+lˆ
σ
− plˆ
2p′ .
The vertex ηlˆ is maximal in D. Hence, BDηlˆ
= B{η
lˆ
} = uj0+lˆ. In addition,
m1m2 . . .mlˆ
(59)
6 C lˆ∗
lˆ−1∏
i=0
2ψ(j0+i+1)−ψ(j0+i) = C lˆ∗2
ψ(j0+lˆ)−ψ(j0).
Thus,
u−p
j0+lˆ
>
εlˆ
C lˆ∗2
ψ(j0+lˆ)−ψ(j0)
2ψ(j0+lˆ)−ψ(j0)u−p
j0+lˆ
σ
− plˆ
2p′ ,
i.e., 1 > εlˆC−lˆ∗ σ
− plˆ
2p′ , or σ
p
2p′ > εC−1∗ . For 0 < σ 6
(C−1∗ ε)
2p′
p
2
we get the contradiction.
This proves (68).
Now let us prove (67). We have
Bp
′
D = β
−p′
{ξ∗}
+
(
m1∑
i=1
B−pDi
)− p′
p (68)
6
(
1 + σ lˆ/2
)( m1∑
i=1
B−pDi
)− p′
p
. (72)
Show that there exists ε∗ = ε∗(p) ∈ (0, 1) such that for any ε ∈ (0, ε∗), 0 < σ <
min
(
1
2
, σ∗(ε, C∗, p)
)
(
B−pD1 + · · ·+B
−p
Dm1
)− 1
p
6
(
S−pD1 + · · ·+ S
−p
Dm1
)− 1
p

 lˆ−1∏
j=1
(1 + σj/2)
2
p′

 · (1 + σ lˆ/2) 1p′ .
(73)
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Then (72), (64) and (73) yield (67).
The relation (73) is equivalent to
m1∑
i=1
B−pDi −
m1∑
i=1
S−pDi
(1 + σ lˆ/2)
p
p′
∏lˆ−1
j=1(1 + σ
j/2)
2p
p′
> 0. (74)
Consider separately sums in i ∈ I1 and in i ∈ I2. Let l = max16i6m1 li + 1. By the
induction hypotheses,
BDi 6
(
li∏
j=1
(1 + σj/2)
2
p′
)
SDi 6

 lˆ−1∏
j=1
(1 + σj/2)
2
p′

SDi, i ∈ I1, (75)
BDi 6
(
li∏
j=1
(1 + σj/2)
2
p′
)
SDi 6
(
l−1∏
j=1
(1 + σj/2)
2
p′
)
SDi, i ∈ I2. (76)
Hence,
∑
i∈I1
B−pDi −
∑
i∈I1
S−pDi
(1 + σ lˆ/2)
p
p′
∏lˆ−1
j=1(1 + σ
j/2)
2p
p′
(75)
>
>
∑
i∈I1
S−pDi∏lˆ−1
j=1(1 + σ
j/2)
2p
p′
−
∑
i∈I1
S−pDi
(1 + σ lˆ/2)
p
p′
∏lˆ−1
j=1(1 + σ
j/2)
2p
p′
=
=
(∑
i∈I1
S−pDi
)
(1 + σ lˆ/2)
p
p′ − 1
(1 + σ lˆ/2)
p
p′
∏lˆ−1
j=1(1 + σ
j/2)
2p
p′
&
p
(∑
i∈I1
S−pDi
)
σ lˆ/2
(65)
>
(∑
i∈I1
B−pDi
)
σ lˆ/2
(the penultimate relation holds for 0 < σ < 1
2
). Therefore, there exists C1(p) > 0
such that
∑
i∈I1
B−pDi −
∑
i∈I1
S−pDi
(1 + σ lˆ/2)
p
p′
∏lˆ−1
j=1(1 + σ
j/2)
2p
p′
> C1(p)
(∑
i∈I1
B−pDi
)
σ lˆ/2. (77)
If l = lˆ, then the sum in i ∈ I2 is estimated similarly. In this case, (74) is proved.
Let l > lˆ + 1. Then we have for 0 < σ < min
(
1
2
, σ∗(ε, C∗, p)
)
∑
i∈I2
B−pDi −
∑
i∈I2
S−pDi
(1 + σ lˆ/2)
p
p′
∏lˆ−1
j=1(1 + σ
j/2)
2p
p′
(76)
>
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>∑
i∈I2
S−pDi∏l−1
j=1(1 + σ
j/2)
2p
p′
−
∑
i∈I2
S−pDi
(1 + σ lˆ/2)
p
p′
∏lˆ−1
j=1(1 + σ
j/2)
2p
p′
>
>
(∑
i∈I2
S−pDi
)
1− (1 + σ lˆ/2)
p
p′
∏l−1
j=lˆ+1
(1 + σj/2)
2p
p′∏l−1
j=1(1 + σ
j/2)
2p
p′
>
> −C2(p)
(∑
i∈I2
S−pDi
)
σ lˆ/2
(76)
> −C3(p)
(∑
i∈I2
B−pDi
)
σ lˆ/2,
where C2(p) > 0, C3(p) > 0. Thus,
∑
i∈I2
B−pDi −
∑
i∈I1
S−pDi
(1 + σ lˆ/2)
p
p′
∏lˆ−1
j=1(1 + σ
j/2)
2p
p′
> −C3(p)
(∑
i∈I2
B−pDi
)
σ lˆ/2. (78)
From definitions of I1 and I2 we get
∑
i∈I2
B−pDi 6
∑
i∈I2
ε
m1
m1∑
j=1
B−pDj 6 ε
m1∑
j=1
B−pDj ,
∑
i∈I1
B−pDi =
m1∑
i=1
B−pDi −
∑
i∈I2
B−pDi > (1− ε)
m1∑
i=1
B−pDi .
This together with (77) and (78) implies that
m1∑
i=1
B−pDi −
m1∑
i=1
S−pDi
(1 + σ lˆ/2)
p
p′
∏lˆ−1
j=1(1 + σ
j/2)
2p
p′
>
> C1(p)
(∑
i∈I1
B−pDi
)
σ lˆ/2 − C3(p)
(∑
i∈I2
B−pDi
)
σ lˆ/2 >
> σ lˆ/2 ((1− ε)C1(p)− εC3(p))
m1∑
i=1
B−pDi > 0
for sufficiently small ε. This completes the proof of (74).
Let w : V(A) → (0, ∞), w(ξ) = wj for ξ ∈ VAj (ξ0). Suppose that there exists
σ ∈
(
0, 1
2
)
such that for any j ∈ N
wj · 2
ψ(j)
p
wj−1 · 2
ψ(j−1)
p
6 σ
1
p . (79)
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Given D ∈ J ′ξ∗, we denote
RD =

 ∑
ξ∈Vmax(D)
∑
ξ′>ξ
wp(ξ′)


1/p
, QD =

 ∑
ξ∈Vmax(D)
wp(ξ)


1/p
. (80)
From (79) and (59) it follows that there exists σ∗ = σ∗(p, C∗) > 0 such that for any
0 < σ < σ∗
QD 6 RD 6 2QD. (81)
Construct the function ψ∗ by induction as follows:
ψ∗(0) = 0, 2
ψ∗(j)−ψ∗(j−1) =
[
2ψ(j)−ψ∗(j−1)
]
, j ∈ N. (82)
Then 2ψ∗(j)−ψ∗(j−1) ∈ N and
2ψ∗(j) 6 2ψ(j) 6 2ψ∗(j)+1. (83)
Let ξ∗ ∈ VAj0(ξ0), and let (Aˆ, ξˆ) be a tree such that
cardVAˆ1 (ξ) = 2
ψ∗(j+1)−ψ∗(j), ξ ∈ VAˆj−j0(ξˆ), j > j0. (84)
Lemma 8. Let D ⊂ A be a tree rooted at ξ∗ ∈ VAj0(ξ0). Then there exists σ0 =
σ0(p, C∗) > 0 satisfying the following property: if (60) and (79) hold for some σ ∈
(0, σ0), then there exists a tree Dˆ ⊂ Aˆ rooted at ξˆ such that SD .
p
SDˆ and QD .
p,C∗
QDˆ.
Proof. Set
{j1, . . . , js} = {j ∈ N : Vmax(D) ∩Vj−j0(ξ∗) 6= ∅}, j1 < · · · < js.
For each 1 6 l 6 s, we denote Vl,D = Vmax(D) ∩V
A
jl−j0
(ξ∗),
Us = V
A
js−1−j0(ξ∗) ∩V(D)\Vmax(D).
Then
Vs,D ⊂ ∪ξ∈UsV
A
js−js−1(ξ). (85)
By (59) and (79), there exists σ1 = σ1(p, C∗) such that for any σ ∈ (0, σ1), 1 6 ν 6 s
wpjνcardV
A
jν−jν−1(ξ) 6 w
p
jν−1
. (86)
Show that for any σ ∈ (0, σ1)
s∑
t=ν
wpjtcardVt,D 6 w
p
jν
· cardVAjν−j0(ξ∗). (87)
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We use induction on s− ν. If s− ν = 0, then the inequality is trivial. Let s− ν > 1.
Denote by D˜ the subtree in Aξ∗ with the set of maximal vertices
(
∪s−1t=1Vt,D
)
∪Us
and the root ξ∗. Then
s∑
t=ν
wpjtcardVt,D
(85),(86)
6
s−1∑
t=ν
wpjtcardVt,D + w
p
js−1
cardUs =
=
s−1∑
t=ν
wpjtcardVt,D˜ 6 w
p
jνcardV
A
jν−j0(ξ∗)
(the last inequality holds by the induction assumption). This completes the proof of
(87).
Applying induction on l, construct the set Vl,Dˆ ⊂ V(Aˆξˆ) with the following
properties:
1. if 1 6 t < ν 6 l, then
Vν,Dˆ ∩
(
∪ξ∈Vt,DˆV
Aˆ
jν−jt(ξ)
)
= ∅; (88)
2. if
∪lt=1 ∪ξ∈Vt,Dˆ V
Aˆ
jl−jt
(ξ) = VAˆjl−j0(ξˆ), (89)
then the tree Dˆ with the set of vertices
V(Dˆ) = ∪lt=1 ∪ξ∈Vt,Dˆ [ξˆ, ξ]
satisfies Vmax(Dˆ) = ∪16t6lVt,Dˆ, SD .
p
SDˆ and QD .
p,C∗
QDˆ;
3. if
∪lt=1 ∪ξ∈Vt,Dˆ V
Aˆ
jl−jt
(ξ) 6= VAˆjl−j0(ξˆ), (90)
then cardVt,Dˆ = cardVt,D for any 1 6 t 6 l.
If (89) holds for some l, then the construction is interrupted. In this case, Dˆ is the
desired tree. If (90) holds for any l 6 s, then we take as Dˆ the tree with the vertex
set ∪16t6s ∪ξ∈V
t,Dˆ
[ξˆ, ξ]. In this case, SDˆ = SD and QDˆ = QD.
The base of induction. Let l = 1. If cardV1,D <
1
2
2ψ∗(j1)−ψ∗(j0), then we take
as V1,Dˆ an arbitrary subset E1 ⊂ V
Aˆ
j1−j0(ξˆ) such that cardE1 = cardV1,D. By (84),
we have (90).
Let cardV1,D >
1
2
2ψ∗(j1)−ψ∗(j0). Then we set V1,Dˆ = V
Aˆ
j1−j0(ξˆ) (in this case, (89)
holds). Hence, V(Dˆ) = ∪j1−j0j=0 V
Aˆ
j (ξˆ), Vmax(Dˆ) = V1,Dˆ and
S−p
Dˆ
(84)
= 2ψ∗(j1)−ψ∗(j0)u−pj1 , Q
p
Dˆ
(84)
= 2ψ∗(j1)−ψ∗(j0)wpj1.
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Further,
S−pD > cardV1,D · u
−p
j1
>
1
2
2ψ∗(j1)−ψ∗(j0)u−pj1 ,
which implies SD .
p
SDˆ. Prove that QD .
p,C∗
QDˆ. Indeed,
QD =
s∑
t=1
cardVt,D · w
p
jt
(87)
6 wpj1 · cardV
A
j1−j0(ξ∗)
(59),(83)
.
C∗
wpj1 · 2
ψ∗(j1)−ψ∗(j0) = Qp
Dˆ
.
The induction step. Let 1 6 l < s,
l∑
t=1
cardVt,D · 2
ψ∗(jl)−ψ∗(jt) <
1
2
· 2ψ∗(jl)−ψ∗(j0). (91)
Suppose that there are the sets Vt,Dˆ ⊂ V
Aˆ
jt−j0(ξˆ), 1 6 t 6 l, satisfying (88) and
cardVt,Dˆ = cardVt,D, 1 6 t 6 l. (92)
Then
l∑
t=1
∑
ξ∈Vt,Dˆ
cardVAˆjl−jt(ξ)
(84),(92)
6
6
l∑
t=1
cardVt,D · 2
ψ∗(jl)−ψ∗(jt)
(91)
<
1
2
2ψ∗(jl)−ψ∗(j0)
(84)
< cardVAˆjl−j0(ξˆ).
Therefore, properties 1–3 of the sets Vt,Dˆ hold (property 2 is trivial, since (90) holds
instead of (89); property 3 follows from (92), property 1 holds since we supposed
that the sets satisfy (88)).
Construct the set Vl+1,Dˆ ⊂ V
Aˆ
jl+1−j0
(ξˆ)\ ∪lt=1 ∪ξ∈Vt,DˆV
Aˆ
jl+1−jt
(ξ).
Let
cardVl+1,D +
l∑
t=1
cardVt,D · 2
ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(jt) <
1
2
2ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0). (93)
In this case, we take an arbitrary subset
Vl+1,Dˆ ⊂ V
Aˆ
jl+1−j0
(ξˆ)\ ∪lt=1 ∪ξ∈Vt,DˆV
Aˆ
jl+1−jt
(ξ), cardVl+1,Dˆ = cardVl+1,D.
This set exists, since
cardVl+1,D+
l∑
t=1
∑
ξ∈Vt,Dˆ
cardVAˆjl+1−jt(ξ)
(84)
= cardVl+1,D+
l∑
t=1
cardVt,Dˆ ·2
ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(jt)
(92),(93)
<
1
2
· 2ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0)
(84)
< cardVAˆjl+1−j0(ξˆ).
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Then we have (88), (91) and (92) with l + 1 instead of l. Hence, properties 1–3 for
the sets {Vt,Dˆ}
l+1
t=1 hold.
Let
cardVl+1,D +
l∑
t=1
cardVt,D · 2
ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(jt) >
1
2
2ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0). (94)
Then we set
Vl+1,Dˆ = V
Aˆ
jl+1−j0
(ξˆ)\ ∪lt=1 ∪ξ∈Vt,DˆV
Aˆ
jl+1−jt
(ξ). (95)
By construction, we have property 1 of the sets {Vt,Dˆ}
l+1
t=1 and (89) (with l+1 instead
of l); i.e.,
Vν,Dˆ ∩
(
∪ξ∈Vt,DˆV
Aˆ
jν−jt(ξ)
)
= ∅, 1 6 t < ν 6 l + 1, (96)
∪l+1t=1 ∪ξ∈Vt,Dˆ V
Aˆ
jl+1−jt
(ξ) = VAˆjl+1−j0(ξˆ).
Therefore, it is sufficient to check property 2. Define the tree Dˆ by
V(Dˆ) = ∪l+1t=1 ∪ξ∈Vt,Dˆ [ξˆ, ξ].
From (96) it follows that
Vmax(Dˆ) = ∪
l+1
t=1Vt,Dˆ. (97)
We claim that SD .
p
SDˆ and QD .
p,C∗
QDˆ. Indeed,
S−p
Dˆ
(92),(97)
=
l∑
t=1
u−pjt cardVt,D + u
−p
jl+1
cardVl+1,Dˆ, (98)
S−pD >
l∑
t=1
u−pjt cardVt,D + u
−p
jl+1
cardVl+1,D, (99)
Qp
Dˆ
(92),(97)
=
l∑
t=1
wpjtcardVt,D + w
p
jl+1
cardVl+1,Dˆ, (100)
QpD =
l∑
t=1
wpjtcardVt,D +
s∑
t=l+1
wpjtcardVt,D
(87)
6
6
l∑
t=1
wpjtcardVt,D + w
p
jl+1
cardVAjl+1−j0(ξ∗)
(59),(83)
.
C∗
.
l∑
t=1
wpjtcardVt,D + w
p
jl+1
· 2ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0).
(101)
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In addition,
cardVl+1,Dˆ 6 cardV
Aˆ
jl+1−j0
(ξˆ)
(84)
= 2ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0). (102)
Case 1. Let
l∑
t=1
cardVt,D · 2
ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(jt) <
1
4
2ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0). (103)
Then
cardVl+1,D > 2
ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0)−2. (104)
Indeed,
cardVl+1,D
(94),(103)
>
1
2
2ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0) −
1
4
2ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0) =
1
4
2ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0).
From (98), (99), (102) and (104) it follows that SD .
p
SDˆ.
Prove that QD .
p,C∗
QDˆ. By (100) and (101), it suffices to check that cardVl+1,Dˆ >
2ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0)−1. We have
cardVl+1,Dˆ
(84),(92),(95)
> cardVAˆjl+1−j0(ξˆ)−
l∑
t=1
cardVt,D · 2
ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(jt)
(103)
>
= 2ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0) −
1
4
· 2ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0) > 2ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0)−1.
Case 2. Let
l∑
t=1
cardVt,D · 2
ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(jt) >
1
4
2ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0). (105)
Then by (60), (79) and (83), there exists σ′1 = σ
′
1(p, C∗) such that for any σ ∈ (0, σ
′
1)
l∑
t=1
u−pjt cardVt,D >
l∑
t=1
u−pjl+12
ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(jt)cardVt,D
(105)
>
u−pjl+1
4
2ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0),
l∑
t=1
wpjtcardVt,D >
l∑
t=1
wpjl+12
ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(jt)cardVt,D
(105)
>
wpjl+1
4
2ψ∗(jl+1)−ψ∗(j0).
This together with (98), (99), (100), (101) and (102) implies that
S−pD >
l∑
t=1
u−pjt cardVt,D ≍p
S−p
Dˆ
,
QpD ≍
p,C∗
l∑
t=1
wpjtcardVt,D ≍p
Qp
Dˆ
.
This completes the proof.
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Let (56) and (57) hold, let σˆ be such as in Lemma 7, and let σ0 be such as in
Lemma 8. Take σ ∈ (0, min{σˆ, σ0}). By Lemma 6,
SAξ∗ ,u,w ≍
p,Cˆ
sup
D∈J ′ξ∗
‖wχAξ∗\D˚‖lp(Aξ∗ )BD
(80)
= sup
D∈J ′ξ∗
RDBD
(62),(81)
≍
p
sup
D∈J ′ξ∗
QDSD. (106)
Lemma 9. Let ξ∗ ∈ VAj0(ξ0), uˆ(ξ) = uj, wˆ(ξ) = wj for any ξ ∈ V
Aˆ
j−j0(ξˆ). Then
there exists σ2 = σ2(p, C∗) > 0 such that SAξ∗ ,u,w .
p,Cˆ,C∗
SAˆ,uˆ,wˆ for any σ ∈ (0, σ2).
Proof. Suppose that the supremum of the right-hand side in (106) is attained at
the tree D ∈ J ′ξ∗ . Apply Lemma 8 and construct the tree Dˆ ⊂ Aˆ rooted at ξˆ such
that SD .
p
SDˆ and QD .
p,C∗
QDˆ. Apply (106) to the trees D and Dˆ and notice that
Dˆ ∈ J ′
ξˆ
in respect to the tree Dˆ. We get
SAξ∗ ,u,w ≍
p,Cˆ
SDQD .
p,C∗
SDˆQDˆ
(62),(81)
6 BDˆRDˆ .
p,Cˆ
SDˆ,uˆ,wˆ 6 SAˆ,uˆ,wˆ
(see Remark 4).
5.3 Estimates for the special class of weights
Let r = d, p = q and let the conditions (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10) hold.
From (7) it follows that β 6 d.
Let T , F be the tree and the mapping such as in Lemma 2, and let s = s(a, d) ∈
N be such as in Proposition 1. Let m ∈ N be divisible in s. Consider the partition
{Dj,i}j∈Z+, i∈I˜j of the tree T defined at the page 18. Fix N ∈ N. Let A = A(m) be
the tree with the set of vertices {ηj,i}06j6N, i∈I˜j and with the set of edges defined by
V
A
1 (ηj,i) = {ηj+1,s}s∈I˜1j,i.
Here I˜1j,i is defined in (50). By Remark 3, if Dj′,i′ follows the tree Dj,i, then j
′ = j+1
and i′ ∈ I˜1j,i. Hence, cardV
A
l (ηj,i) = card I˜
l
j,i for any l ∈ Z+.
By Lemma 5, for any j0, j ∈ {0, . . . , N}, j > j0, and for any ξ ∈ VAj0(η0,1) we
have
cardVAj−j0(ξ) .
a,d,c0
h(2−mj0)
h(2−mj)
(2)
= 2ψ(j)−ψ(j0) (107)
with
ψ(j) = mθj − log2 Λ(2
−mj). (108)
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Denote ξ0 = η0,1. Set
uj := u(ξ) = ϕg(2
−mj) · 2−
mdj
p′
(4)
= 2
mj
(
βg−
d
p′
)
Ψg(2
−mj),
wj := w(ξ) = ϕv(2
−mj) · 2−
mdj
p
(4)
= 2mj(βv−
d
p)Ψv(2
−mj), ξ ∈ VAj (ξ0).
(109)
Lemma 10. There exists m∗ = m∗(Z) ∈ N such that for any m > m∗, ξ∗ ∈ VAj0(ξ0)
we have SAξ∗ ,u,w .
Z
2mj0(β−d)Ψ(2−mj0) in the case a) of (7); in the case b) for α > 0
we have SAξ∗ ,u,w .
Z
j−α0 ρ(j0); if α = 0 and ρ ≡ 1, then SAξ∗ ,u,w .
Z
1.
Proof. First suppose that
βg −
d
p′
−
θ
p
> 0. (110)
We have
uj · 2
−ψ(j)
p = 2
mj
(
βg−
d
p′
− θ
p
)
·Ψg(2
−mj)Λ
1
p (2−mj),
wj · 2
ψ(j)
p = 2mj(βv−
d
p
+ θ
p) ·Ψv(2
−mj)Λ−
1
p (2−mj).
From (6) and (110) it follows that (60) and (79) hold with σ .
Z
λm∗ , λ∗ = λ∗(Z) ∈
(0, 1). From (107) follows (59) with C∗ = C∗(a, d, c0). There exists m∗ such that
σ < σ2(p, C∗) for any m > m∗ (see Lemma 9). Let the tree (Aˆ, ξˆ) satisfy (84) with
ψ∗ defined by (82), and let uˆ(ξ) = uj, wˆ(ξ) = wj for ξ ∈ Vj−j0(ξˆ0). By Lemma 9,
SAξ∗ ,u,w .
Z
SAˆ,uˆ,wˆ.
The quantity SAˆ,uˆ,vˆ equals to the minimal constant C in
∑
ξ∈V(Aˆ)
wˆp(ξ)

 ∑
ξˆ6ξ′6ξ
uˆ(ξ′)f 1/p(ξ′)


p
6 Cp
∑
ξ∈V(Aˆ
ξˆ
)
f(ξ), f : V(Aˆ)→ R+. (111)
Denote by F(f) the left-hand side of (111).
We claim that the function F is concave. Indeed, let λ ∈ [0, 1], f1, f2 : V(Aˆξˆ)→
R+. Applying the inverse Minkowski inequality and the homogeneity property, we
get ∑
ξ∈V(Aˆ)
wˆp(ξ)

 ∑
ξˆ6ξ′6ξ
uˆ(ξ′) ((1− λ)f1(ξ
′) + λf2(ξ
′))
1/p


p
>
> (1− λ)
∑
ξ∈V(Aˆ)
wˆp(ξ)

 ∑
ξˆ6ξ′6ξ
uˆ(ξ′)f
1/p
1 (ξ
′)


p
+
+λ
∑
ξ∈V(Aˆ)
wˆp(ξ)

 ∑
ξˆ6ξ′6ξ
uˆ(ξ′)f
1/p
2 (ξ
′)


p
.
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Set nj = cardV
Aˆ
1 (ξ), ξ ∈ V
Aˆ
j (ξˆ), j ∈ Z+. It follows from (84) that this quantity
does not depend on ξ. Prove that
sup{F(f) : ‖f‖l1(Aˆ) 6 1} =
= sup{F(f) : ‖f‖l1(Aˆ) 6 1, ∀j ∈ Z+, ∀ξ
′, ξ′′ ∈ Vj(ξˆ) f(ξ′) = f(ξ′′)}
(112)
(see the notation (53)).
Construct fk;i1, ..., ik, ik+1 by induction on k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − j0}. Set f0 = f(ξˆ).
Let 0 6 k 6 N − j0 − 1, fk;i1, ..., ik = f(ξ) for some ξ ∈ V
Aˆ
k (ξˆ). Then we define
fk+1;i1, ..., ik, ik+1 for 1 6 ik+1 6 nk so that
{fk+1;i1, ..., ik, ik+1}
nk
ik+1=1
= {f(ξ′) : ξ′ ∈ VAˆ1 (ξ)}.
Denote by Sj the set of permutations of j elements.
For 0 6 t 6 N − j0 − 1, σ ∈ Snt we set
(f t,σ)k;i1, ..., ik =
{
fk;i1, ..., ik , for k 6 t,
fk;i1, ..., σ(it+1), ..., ik , for k > t,
φ(t)(f) =
1
card Snt
∑
σ∈Snt
f t,σ.
Since the function F is concave and F(f t,σ) = F(f), we get
F(f) 6 F(φ(0)(f)) 6 F(φ(1)φ(0)(f)) 6 . . . 6 F(φ(N−j0−1) . . . φ(0)(f)).
It remains to observe that
(
φ(N−j0−1) . . . φ(0)(f)
)
(ξ′) =
(
φ(N−j0−1) . . . φ(0)(f)
)
(ξ′′)
for any ξ′, ξ′′ ∈ Vk(ξˆ), 0 6 k 6 N − j0.
Thus, (112) holds. Hence, it suffices to find the minimal constant C in (111) for
the family of functions f such that f
Vk(ξˆ)
= fk, 0 6 k 6 N − j0. Set mk = n0 . . . nk.
From (84) it follows that nk = 2
ψ∗(j0+k+1)−ψ∗(j0+k) and
mk = 2
ψ∗(j0+k+1)−ψ∗(j0)
(83),(108)
≍ 2θmk
Λ(2−mj0)
Λ(2−m(j0+k+1))
. (113)
Let xk = (mk−1fk)
1/p, m−1 = 1. Then it follows from the definition of uˆ and wˆ that
(111) can be written as
(
N−j0∑
k=0
mk−1w
p
k+j0
(
k∑
l=0
ul+j0m
− 1
p
l−1xl
)p)1/p
6 C
(
N−j0∑
k=0
xpk
)1/p
. (114)
Applying Theorem B, we get
C ≍
p
sup
06k6N−j0
(
N−j0∑
l=k
ml−1w
p
l+j0
) 1
p
(
k∑
l=0
up
′
l+j0
m
− p
′
p
l−1
) 1
p′
.
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Apply Lemma 1, taking into account Remark 2. From (6), (109) and (113) it follows
that
N−j0∑
l=k
ml−1w
p
l+j0
≍
Z
mk−1w
p
k+j0
. The condition βg >
d
p′
+ θ
p
yields the inequality
k∑
l=0
up
′
l+j0
m
− p
′
p
l−1 ≍
Z
m
− p
′
p
k−1u
p′
k+j0
. Therefore,
C ≍
Z
sup
06k6N−j0
uk+j0wk+j0
(109)
= sup
j06t6N
2mt(β−d)Ψ(2−mt) =:M.
In the case (7), a), we have M ≍
Z
2mj0(β−d)Ψ(2−mj0). In the case (7), b) for α > 0 we
get M ≍
Z,m
j−α0 ρ(j0). If α = 0 and ρ ≡ 1, then M = 1.
Let, now, βg −
d
p′
− θ
p
6 0. Since βv <
d−θ
p
, there exists βg˜ >
d
p′
+ θ
p
such that
βg˜ + βv < d. Set u˜(ξ) = u(ξ) · 2
(βg˜−βg)mj , ξ ∈ VAj (ξ0). Then
SAξ∗ ,u,w 6 SAξ∗ ,u˜,w · 2
mj0(βg−βg˜) .
Z
2mj0(β−d)Ψ(2−mj0).
This completes the proof.
6 The discrete Hardy-type inequality on the tree:
case p 6= q
Let the tree A be such as in the previous section, and let
u(ξ) = ϕg(2
−mj) · 2−
mdj
p′ = 2
mj
(
βg−
d
p′
)
Ψg(2
−mj),
w(ξ) = ϕv(2
−mj) · 2−
mdj
q = 2mj(βv−
d
q )Ψv(2
−mj), ξ ∈ Vj(ξ0).
(115)
Let ξ∗ ∈ Vj0(ξ0). Denote by S
p,q
Aξ∗ ,u,v
the minimal constant C in the inequality

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
wq(ξ)
( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
u(ξ′)f(ξ′)
)q
1
q
6 C‖f‖lp(Aξ∗ ). (116)
Lemma 11. Let p > q. Then there exists m∗ = m∗(Z) ∈ N such that for any
m > m∗
S
p,q
Aξ∗ ,u,w
.
Z
2mj0(β−d−
d
q
+ d
p)Ψ(2−mj0)
for the case a) in (7); in the case b), for α >
(
1
q
− 1
p
)
(1− γ)
S
p,q
Aξ∗ ,u,w
.
Z
2−θ(
1
q
− 1
p)mj0j
−α+ 1
q
− 1
p
0 ρ(j0).
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Proof. First consider the case p =∞. Let βg > d. Then

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
wq(ξ)
( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
u(ξ′)f(ξ′)
)q
1
q
6
6

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
wq(ξ)
( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
u(ξ′)
)q
1
q
‖f‖l∞(Aξ∗ )
(107),(108),(115)
.
a,d,c0,m
.
(
N∑
j=j0
2mj(βvq−d)Ψqv(2
−mj) · 2mθ(j−j0)
Λ(2−mj0)
Λ(2−mj)
(
j∑
l=j0
2ml(βg−d)Ψg(2
−ml)
)q)1/q
‖f‖l∞(Aξ∗ ).
This together with the condition βg > d, Lemma 1 and Remark 2 yield
S
∞,q
Aξ∗ ,u,w
.
Z
(
N∑
j=j0
2mj(βq−d−dq+θ)Ψq(2−mj) · 2−θmj0
Λ(2−mj0)
Λ(2−mj)
)1/q
.
In the case (7), a), the right-hand side can be estimated from above up to a
multiplicative constant by 2mj0(β−d−
d
q )Ψ(2−mj0); in the case (7), b) it is estimated
by (
N∑
j=j0
(mj)−αqρq(mj) · 2−θmj0
jγ0 τ(mj0)
jγτ(mj)
) 1
q
.
Z,m
2−
θmj0
q j
−α+ 1
q
0 ρ(j0)
(here we use Lemma 1 and Remark 2 again). If βg 6 d, then we choose βg˜ > d so
that βg˜ + βv < d +
d−θ
q
(it is possible by (6)), and we set u˜(ξ) = u(ξ) · 2mj(βg˜−βg),
ξ ∈ VAj (ξ0). Then
S
∞,q
Aξ∗ ,u,w
.
Z
S
∞,q
Aξ∗ ,u˜,w
· 2mj0(βg−βg˜) .
Z
2mj0(β−d−
d
q )Ψ(2−mj0).
Let, now, q < p <∞. Let βg,1 + βg,2 = βg, βv,1 + βv,2 = βv,
u1(ξ) = 2
mj(βg,1− d(p−q)p )Ψg(2
−mj), u2(ξ) = 2
mj(βg,2− d(q−1)p ),
w1(ξ) = 2
mj(βv,1− d(p−q)pq )Ψv(2
−mj), w2(ξ) = 2
mj(βv,2− dp), ξ ∈ Vj(ξ0).
Then u1(ξ)u2(ξ) = u(ξ), w1(ξ)w2(ξ) = w(ξ). Applying the Ho¨lder inequality, we get
 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
wq1(ξ)w
q
2(ξ)
( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
u1(ξ
′)u2(ξ
′)f(ξ′)
)q
1/q
6
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6
 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
wq1(ξ)w
q
2(ξ)
( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
u
p
p−q
1 (ξ
′)
)q(1− qp)( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
u
p
q
2 (ξ
′)f
p
q (ξ′)
) q2
p


1/q
6
6

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
w
pq
p−q
1 (ξ)
( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
u
p
p−q
1 (ξ
′)
)q
1
q
− 1
p

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
wp2(ξ)
( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
u
p
q
2 (ξ
′)f
p
q (ξ′)
)q
1
p
=
=

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
w˜q1(ξ)
( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
u˜1(ξ
′)
)q
1
q (1−
q
p) ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
w˜q2(ξ)
( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
u˜2(ξ
′)f2(ξ
′)
)q
1
q
· q
p
,
with u˜1(ξ) = u
p
p−q
1 (ξ), w˜1(ξ) = w
p
p−q
1 (ξ), u˜2(ξ) = u
p
q
2 (ξ), w˜2(ξ) = w
p
q
2 (ξ), f2(ξ) = f
p
q (ξ)
(then f2 ∈ lq(Aξ∗)).
Check that we can apply to each of multipliers the Hardy-type inequality with
(p1, q1) = (∞, q) and (p2, q2) = (q, q). Indeed, for ξ ∈ Vj(ξ0) we have
u˜1(ξ) = 2
mj(βg,1 pp−q−d)Ψ
p
p−q
g (2
−mj), u˜2(ξ) = 2
mj
(
βg,2
p
q
− d
q′
)
,
w˜1(ξ) = 2
mj(βv,1 pp−q−
d
q )Ψ
p
p−q
v (2
−mj), w˜2(ξ) = 2
mj(βv,2 pq−
d
q ).
By Remark 2, since the functions Ψg and Ψv satisfy (5) (ρg and ρv satisfy (9),
respectively), we observe that their powers satisfy the similar conditions. First choose
βv,1 and βv,2 so that
βv,1 < (d− θ)
(
1
q
−
1
p
)
, βv,2 <
d− θ
p
, βv,1 + βv,2 = βv
hold (it is possible, since βv <
d−θ
q
). Then we choose βg,1, βg,2. In the case (7), a)
require
βg,1 + βv,1 <
(
1−
q
p
)(
d+
d
q
−
θ
q
)
, βg,2 + βv,2 <
qd
p
, βg,1 + βg,2 = βg.
It is possible, since βg + βv < d+
d
q
− d
p
− θ
(
1
q
− 1
p
)
=
(
1− q
p
)(
d+ d
q
− θ
q
)
+ qd
p
. In
the case (7), b) we require
βg,1 + βv,1 =
(
1−
q
p
)(
d+
d
q
−
θ
q
)
, βg,2 + βv,2 =
qd
p
.
The condition α p
p−q
> 1−γ
q
holds by (10).
Also observe that ‖f2‖
q/p
lq(Aξ∗ )
= ‖f‖lp(Aξ∗ ).
Thus, in the case (7), a)
S
p,q
Aξ∗ ,u,w
.
Z
[
2mj0((βg,1+βv,1)
p
p−q
−d− d
q )Ψ
p
p−q (2−mj0)
]1− q
p
×
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×
[
2mj0((βg,2+βv,2)
p
q
−d)
] q
p
= 2mj0(β−d−
d
q
+ d
p)Ψ(2−mj0),
as well as in the case (7), b)
S
p,q
Aξ∗ ,u,w
.
Z
(
2−
mθj0
q j
− αp
p−q
+ 1
q
0 ρ
p
p−q (j0)
)1− q
p
= 2−θ(
1
q
− 1
p)mj0j
−α+ 1
q
− 1
p
0 ρ(j0).
This completes the proof.
Lemma 12. Let p < q. Then there exists m∗ = m∗(Z) ∈ N such that for any
m > m∗
S
p,q
Aξ∗ ,u,w
.
Z
2mj0(β−d−
d
q
+ d
p)Ψ(2−mj0)
in the case a) of (7); in the case b), if α > 0, then
S
p,q
Aξ∗ ,u,w
.
Z
j−α0 ρ(j0).
Proof. Set λ = 1
p
− 1
q
, and define the quantity p1 by
1
p
= 1−λ
p1
+ λ. Then 1
q
= 1−λ
p1
.
Applying the Ho¨lder inequality, we get
S :=

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
wq(ξ)
( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
u(ξ′)f(ξ′)
)q
1/q
=
=

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
wq(ξ)
( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
u(ξ′)f
p
q (ξ′)f 1−
p
q (ξ′)
)q
1/q
6
6

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
wq(ξ)
( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
u
1
1−λ (ξ′)f
p
q(1−λ) (ξ′)
)(1−λ)q ( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
f
1−
p
q
λ (ξ′)
)λq
1
q
6
6
(
max
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
∑
ξ′6ξ
f p(ξ′)
)λ ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
w
p1
1−λ (ξ)
( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
u
1
1−λ (ξ′)f
p
q(1−λ) (ξ′)
)p1
1−λ
p1
6
6 ‖f‖λplp(Aξ∗ )

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
w˜p1(ξ)
( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
u˜(ξ′)f˜(ξ′)
)p1
1−λ
p1
,
with w˜(ξ) = w
1
1−λ (ξ), u˜(ξ) = u
1
1−λ (ξ), f˜(ξ) = f
p
q(1−λ) (ξ). We have
‖f˜‖1−λlp1 (Aξ∗ )
=

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
f
pp1
q(1−λ)


1−λ
p1
=

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
f p(ξ)


1
q
= ‖f‖
p
q
lp(Aξ∗ )
.
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Hence,
S 6 ‖f‖
1− p
q
lp(Aξ∗ )
· (Sp1,p1Aξ∗ ,u˜,w˜)
1−λ‖f‖
p
q
lp(Aξ∗ )
= (Sp1,p1Aξ∗ ,u˜,w˜)
1−λ‖f‖lp(Aξ∗ ).
If ξ ∈ Vj(ξ0), then
w˜(ξ) = 2
mj( βv1−λ−
d
(1−λ)q )Ψ
1
1−λ
v (2
−mj) = 2
mj
(
βv
1−λ
− d
p1
)
Ψ
1
1−λ
v (2
−mj),
u˜(ξ) = 2
mj
(
βg
1−λ
− d
(1−λ)p′
)
Ψ
1
1−λ
g (2
−mj).
Therefore,
u˜(ξ) = 2
mj
(
β˜g−
d
p′
1
)
Ψ˜g(2
−mj), w˜(ξ) = 2
mj
(
β˜v−
d
p1
)
Ψ˜v(2
−mj),
with Ψ˜g = Ψ
1
1−λ
g , Ψ˜v = Ψ
1
1−λ
v , β˜g =
βg
1−λ −
d
(1−λ)p′ +
d
p′1
and β˜v =
βv
1−λ . Then −β˜vp1 +
d− θ
(6)
> 0.
In the case (7), a), we have β < d+ d
q
− d
p
. Check that β˜g+ β˜v < d. It is equivalent
to βg+ βv −
d
p′
+ d(1−λ)
p′1
< d(1−λ), i.e., β− d+ d
p
− d(1−λ)
p1
< 0. It remains to observe
that 1−λ
p1
= 1
q
. Hence, by Lemma 10, (Sp1,p1A,u˜,w˜)
1−λ .
Z
2mj0(β−d−
d
q
+ d
p)Ψ(2−mj0).
Consider the case (7), b). Then β = d+ d
q
− d
p
. Hence, β˜g+ β˜v = d, and by Lemma
10 we get (Sp1,p1A,u˜,w˜)
1−λ .
Z
j−α0 ρ(j0).
7 The proof of the embedding theorem
In this section we prove the main result of this article. In particular, we obtain
Theorem 1.
Let m∗ = m∗(Z) (see Lemmas 10, 11 and 12), and let {(Dj,i, ξˆj,i)}j∈Z+, i∈I˜j be
the partition of T for m = m∗ (see the definition on page 18).
Theorem 2. Let D ⊂ Tξˆj0,i0
be a subtree with the minimal vertex ξˆj0,i0. Then for
any function f ∈ spanW rp,g(Ω) there exists a polynomial Pf of degree not exceeding
r − 1 such that
‖f − Pf‖Lq,v(ΩD,F ) .
Z
2m∗j0(β−δ)Ψ(2−m∗j0)
∥∥∥∥∇rfg
∥∥∥∥
Lp(ΩD,F )
(117)
in the case (7), a),
‖f − Pf‖Lq,v(ΩD,F ) .
Z
2
−m∗θ( 1q−
1
p)+j0j
−α+( 1q−
1
p)+
0 ρ(j0)
∥∥∥∥∇rfg
∥∥∥∥
Lp(ΩD,F )
(118)
in the case (7), b). Here the mapping f 7→ Pf can be extended to a linear continuous
operator P : Lq,v(Ω)→ Pr−1(Ω).
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Proof. We shall denote Ω˜ = ΩD,F .
Step 1. The set C∞(Ω˜)∩W rp,g(Ω˜) is dense W
r
p,g(Ω˜) (it can be proved in the same
way as for a non-weighted case, see [44, p. 16]).1 Therefore, it is sufficient to check
(117) and (118) for f ∈ C∞(Ω˜).
By Lemma 2, Ω˜ ∈ FC(b∗), b∗ = b∗(a, d). Let x∗ ∈ Ω˜, γx(·), T (x) be such as in
Definition 1, and let R0 = dist‖·‖
ld
2
(x∗, ∂Ω˜). From assertion 2 of Lemma 2 it follows
that we can take the center of the cube F (ξˆj0,i0) as the point x∗.
It is sufficient to show that if f ∈ C∞(Ωw0), f |BR0/2(x∗) = 0, then (117), (118)
hold with Pf = 0 (the general case can be proved in the same way as in [62]; here
we can take as f 7→ Pf the Sobolev’s projection operators).
Let ϕ(x) = |∇
rf(x)|
g(x)
. By Theorem F, for any x ∈ Ω˜ there exists a set Gx ⊂
∪t∈[0, T (x)]Bb∗t(γx(t)) such that
{(x, y) ∈ Ω˜× Ω˜ : x ∈ Ω˜, y ∈ Gx} is measurable,
|f(x)| .
r,d,a
∫
Gx
|x− y|r−dg(y)ϕ(y) dy.
By Assertion 2 of Lemma 2,
if x ∈ ∆, ∆ ∈ Θ(Ω), then Gx ⊂ Ω6∆. (119)
Thus, it is sufficient to prove that

∫
Ω˜
vq(x)

∫
Gx
g(y)ϕ(y)|x− y|r−d dy


q
dx


1/q
.
Z
C(j0)‖ϕ‖Lp(Ω˜), (120)
with C(j0) = 2
m∗j0(β−δ)Ψ(2−m∗j0) in the case (7), a), and
C(j0) = 2
−m∗θ( 1q−
1
p)+j0j
−α+( 1q−
1
p)+
0 ρ(j0)
in the case (7), b).
Extending the function ϕ by zero to ΩT
ξˆj0,i0
,F\ΩD,F and applying the B. Levi’s
theorem, we may assume that V(D) = {ξ ∈ V(Tξˆj0,i0
) : ρT (ξˆj0,i0, ξ) 6 N} for some
N ∈ N.
Step 2. Consider the case r = d. Let (A, ξ0) = (A(m∗), ξ0) be the tree defined
on the page 33. If ξ = ηj,i ∈ V(A), then we set D[ξ] = Dj,i, Ω[ξ] = ΩD[ξ],F ,
gξ = 2
βgm∗jΨg(2
−m∗j), vξ = 2
βvm∗jΨv(2
−m∗j). (121)
1Here C∞(Ω) is the space of functions that are smooth on the open set Ω, but not necessarily
extendable to smooth functions on the whole space Rd.
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By (48), the property 2 of the partition {Dj,i}j∈Z+, i∈I˜j and (4), we have
diamΩ[ξ] ≍
a,d
2−m∗j, g(x) ≍
Z
gξ, v(x) ≍
Z
vξ, x ∈ ΩD[ξ],F . (122)
Set ξ∗ = ηj0,i0 . Then
∫
Ω˜
vq(x)

∫
Gx
g(y)ϕ(y) dy


q
dx


1/q
(119)
6
6

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
∫
Ω[ξ]
vq(x)

 ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
∫
Ω[ξ′]
g(y)ϕ(y) dy


q
dx


1/q
(122)
≍
Z
≍

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
vqξ
∫
Ω[ξ]

 ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
gξ′
∫
Ω[ξ′]
ϕ(y) dy


q
dx


1/q
(115),(121),(122)
.
Z
.

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
wq(ξ)
( ∑
ξ∗6ξ′6ξ
u(ξ′)‖ϕ‖Lp(Ω[ξ′])
)q
1/q
.
Z
. C(j0)

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
‖ϕ‖pLp(Ω[ξ])


1/p
= C(j0)‖ϕ‖Lp(Ω˜)
(the penultimate relation follows from Lemmas 10, 11 and 12).
Step 3. Let r 6= d. Set
G1x = {y ∈ Gx : |x− y| > 2 dist|·|(x, Γ)}, G
2
x = {y ∈ Gx : |x− y| < 2 dist|·|(x, Γ)}.
Then in order to prove (120) it suffices to check the inequalities
∫
Ω˜
vq(x)

∫
G1x
g(y)ϕ(y)|x− y|r−d dy


q
dx


1/q
.
Z
C(j0)‖ϕ‖Lp(Ω˜), (123)

∫
Ω˜
vq(x)

∫
G2x
g(y)ϕ(y)|x− y|r−d dy


q
dx


1/q
.
Z
C(j0)‖ϕ‖Lp(Ω˜). (124)
Prove (123). At first we check that for y ∈ G1x
|x− y| ≍
a,d
dist|·|(y, Γ). (125)
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Indeed, let zx ∈ Γ, |x− zx| = dist|·|(x, Γ). Then
dist|·|(y, Γ) 6 |y − zx| 6 |y − x|+ |x− zx| =
= |x− y|+ dist|·|(x, Γ) 6 |x− y|+
|x− y|
2
=
3|x− y|
2
.
Prove the inverse inequality. Let y ∈ F (ω), ω ∈ V(T ). From (119) it follows that
x ∈ ΩTω ,F . Since ΩTω ,F ∈ FC(b∗), we have diam(ΩTω ,F ) .
a,d
2−mω . From assertion 2
of Theorem A it follows that dist|·|(y, ∂Ω) ≍
d
2−mω . Hence,
dist|·|(y, Γ) > dist|·|(y, ∂Ω) ≍
d
2−mω
(21)
&
a,d
diamΩTω ,F > |x− y|.
Thus, (125) is proved, and
∫
Ω˜
vq(x)

∫
G1x
g(y)ϕ(y)|x− y|r−d dy


q
dx


1/q
(4)
.
Z
.

∫
Ω˜
vq(x)

∫
G1x
g˜(y)ϕ(y) dy


q
dx


1/q
,
with g˜(y) = ϕg˜(dist|·|(y, Γ)),
ϕg˜(t) = ϕg(t) · t
r−d = t−βg˜Ψg(t), βg˜ = βg + d− r.
Since β − δ = βg + βv − r −
d
q
+ d
p
= βg˜ + βv − d −
d
q
+ d
p
, it remains to apply the
estimate which was obtained at the previous step.
Prove (124). If y ∈ G2x, then
dist|·|(y, Γ) 6 dist|·|(x, Γ) + |x− y| 6 3 dist|·|(x, Γ). (126)
Let x ∈ Ω[ηj,i], y ∈ Ω[ηj′,i′]. From (119) and property 3 of the partition {Dj,i}j∈Z+,i∈I˜j
it follows that j′ 6 j. By (49), dist|·|(x, Γ) ≍
a,d,m∗
2−m∗j, dist|·|(y, Γ) ≍
a,d,m∗
2−m∗j
′
. This
together with (126) yield that there exists j∗ = j∗(a, d, m∗) such that j−j∗ 6 j′ 6 j.
Notice that
|x− y| .
a,d,m∗
2−m∗j . (127)
Denote by Iηj,i,j∗ the maximal subgraph on the vertex set
V(Iηj,i,j∗) =
⋃
j′>j−j∗
⋃
ηj′ ,i′6ηj,i
V(Dηj′,i′ )
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and set Ω˜[ηj,i] = ΩIηj,i,j∗ ,F . Then for any x ∈ Ω[ηj,i], the inclusion G
2
x ⊂ Ω˜[ηj,i] holds.
In addition, from (121) and (122) it follows that
g(y) ≍
Z
gηj,i , y ∈ Ω˜[ηj,i]. (128)
By (107), for any ξ′ ∈ V(Aξ∗)
card {ξ ∈ V(Aξ∗) : ξ
′ ∈ Iξ,j∗} .
Z
1.
Therefore,

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
‖ϕ‖p
Lp(Ω˜[ξ])


1/p
.
Z
‖ϕ‖Lp(Ω˜). (129)
We have 
∫
Ω˜
vq(x)

∫
G2x
g(y)ϕ(y)|x− y|r−d dy


q
dx


1/q
6
6

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
∫
Ω[ξ]
vq(x)

∫
Ω˜[ξ]
g(y)ϕ(y)|x− y|r−d dy


q
dx


1/q
(122),(128)
≍
Z
≍

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
gqξv
q
ξ
∫
Ω[ξ]

∫
Ω˜[ξ]
ϕ(y)|x− y|r−d dy


q
dx


1/q
=: S.
Let ξ = ηj,i. By (122) and (127), Ω[ξ] and Ω˜[ξ] are contained in a ball of radius
Rξ ≍
a,d,m
2−m∗j . (130)
Applying Theorem E and the Ho¨lder inequality, we get
S .
Z

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
gqξv
q
ξR
δq
ξ ‖ϕ‖
q
Lp(Ω˜[ξ])


1/q
=: S1.
If p 6 q, then
S1 6 max
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
gξvξR
δ
ξ

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
‖ϕ‖p
Lp(Ω˜[ξ])


1
p
(121),(129),(130)
.
Z
44
. 2m∗j0(β−δ)Ψ(2−m∗j0)‖ϕ‖Lp(Ω˜) = C(j0)‖ϕ‖Lp(Ω˜).
If p > q, then by the Ho¨lder inequality
S1 6

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
(
gξvξR
δ
ξ
) pq
p−q


1
q
− 1
p

 ∑
ξ∈V(Aξ∗ )
‖ϕ‖p
Lp(Ω˜[ξ])


1
p
(121),(107),(129),(130)
.
Z
.
(
∞∑
j=j0
2−θm∗j0Λ(2−m∗j0)
2−θm∗jΛ(2−m∗j)
2(β−δ)
pq
p−q
m∗jΨ
pq
p−q (2−m∗j)
) 1
q
− 1
p
‖ϕ‖Lp(Ω˜)
(7)
.
Z
C(j0)‖ϕ‖Lp(Ω˜)
(see Lemma 1).
Notice that if the condition (7), a) is replaced by βg + βv > δ − θ
(
1
q
− 1
p
)
+
,
or if (7), b) holds and α < (1 − γ)
(
1
q
− 1
p
)
+
, then the set W rp,g(Ω) ∩ C
∞
0 (Ω) is
unbounded in Lq,v(Ω). Indeed, let ϕ ∈ C∞0 ([0, 1]
d), ϕ > 0,
∫
[0, 1]d
|∇rϕ(x)|p dx = 1, let
kˆ = kˆ(a, d) ∈ N be such as in Lemma 4, and let ξˆ be the minimal vertex of the tree
T , ξˆ ∈ Wˆν0 . Then for sufficiently large ν ∈ N
ν+kˆ∑
l=ν
cardWˆl
(32)
&
Z
h(2−ν0)
h(2−ν)
&
Z,ν0
2νθ
Λ(2−ν)
. (131)
Set
{∆j}j∈Jν =
{
F (ξ) : ξ ∈ ∪ν+kˆl=ν Wˆl
}
.
Then ∆j = zj + tj [0, 1]
d, tj
(24),(26)
≍
Z
2−ν . In addition, from (4) and (25) it follows
that
g(x) ≍
Z
2νβgΨg(2
−ν), v(x) ≍
Z
2νβvΨv(2
−ν), x ∈ ∆j , j ∈ Jν . (132)
Let p 6 q. Take j ∈ Jν and set ϕν(x) = cνϕ
(
x−zj
tj
)
, with cν > 0 such that∥∥∥∇rϕνg ∥∥∥
Lp(Ω)
= 1. Then cν
(132)
≍
Z
2νβgΨg(2
−ν)2ν(
d
p
−r). Hence,
‖ϕν‖Lq,v(Ω)
(132)
≍
Z
cν · 2
νβvΨv(2
−ν) · 2−
νd
q ≍
Z
2ν(β−δ)Ψ(2−ν).
If β − δ > 0, then ‖ϕν‖Lq,v(Ω) →
ν→∞
∞. If β = δ and α < 0, then ‖ϕν‖Lq,v(Ω) ≍
Z
ν−αρ(ν) →
ν→∞
∞.
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Let p > q. First consider the case β > δ−θ
(
1
q
− 1
p
)
. Set ϕν(x) = cν
∑
j∈Jν
ϕ
(
x−zj
tj
)
,
where cν > 0 is such that
∥∥∥∇rϕνg ∥∥∥
Lp(Ω)
= 1. Then cν
(132)
≍
Z
2νβgΨg(2
−ν)2ν(
d
p
−r) ·
(card Jν)
− 1
p ,
‖ϕν‖Lq,v(Ω)
(132)
≍
Z
cν · 2
νβvΨv(2
−ν) · 2−
νd
q (card Jν)
1
q ≍
Z
2ν(β−δ)Ψ(2−ν)(card Jν)
1
q
− 1
p
(131)
&
Z
& 2ν(β−δ+θ(
1
q
− 1
p))Ψ(2−ν)
(
Λ(2−ν)
) 1
p
− 1
q .
Therefore, ‖ϕν‖Lq,v(Ω) →
ν→∞
∞.
Let β = δ − θ
(
1
q
− 1
p
)
, α < (1− γ)
(
1
q
− 1
p
)
. For s ∈ N denote
Ns = {s+ l(kˆ + 1) : l ∈ Z+, l(kˆ + 1) 6 s}.
Then cardNs ≍
a,d
s. Set ψs(x) =
∑
ν∈Ns
∑
j∈Jν
cνϕ
(
x−zj
tj
)
, where cν > 0 is such that∥∥∥∇rψsg ∥∥∥
Lp(∆j)
= (card Jν)
− 1
p (cardNs)
− 1
p , j ∈ Jν , ν ∈ Ns. Then
∥∥∥∇rψsg ∥∥∥
Lp(Ω)
= 1 and
cν
(132)
≍
Z
2νβgΨg(2
−ν) · 2ν(
d
p
−r)(card Jν)
− 1
p s−
1
p (133)
Hence,
‖ψs‖Lq,v(Ω)
(132)
≍
Z
(∑
ν∈Ns
2νβvqΨqv(2
−ν)cqν · 2
−νdcard Jν
) 1
q (8),(131),(133)
&
Z
≍
(∑
ν∈Ns
2νβqΨq(2−ν) · 2−νδq · 2νθ(1−
q
p)ν−γ(1−
q
p)[τ(ν)]−1+
q
p s−
q
p
) 1
q
(8)
≍
Z
≍ s−αρ(s) · s(
1
q
− 1
p)(1−γ)[τ(s)]−
1
q
+ 1
p →
s→∞
∞.
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